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Over500 Enjoy Milk VETS ON COUNCIL
TICKET ISSUE
Producers Barbecue POLICY STATEMENT

East Coverage
Of The Fulton
Trading Area
usommmomi

t

Twenty-Eight

New Meters Double
Department Income

An estimated turnout of 500
To The People Of Fulton:
persons assembled on the CounThere are many matters arid
giriCe,the installation of wattry Club grounds yesterday afissues which are brought before
er meters and the beginning of
ternoon for a free barbecue and
the City Council. Every matter
the modernization of the City's
a frank discussion of the milk
should be given fair and impartwater distribution system, mproduction situation.
ial consideration by the Council
eanie from this department has
The affair, sponsored by the
before action is taken or refusl-d.
nearly doubled, the City council
Fulton Pure Milk Company and
To act or to refuse to act, withlearned in its meeting last Monits- 38 Grade A milk producers
Fulton's new 200,000-gallon
out the necessary information, is
day.
for businessmen and residents of
water tank is now being used to
not only foolish and unbusinessFrom an income of around
Fulton, opened with a short talk
store water and deliver it through
like but also unfair to the peo$13,000 during the seven months
by producer Claude P. Freeman,
city mains.
ple. •
prior of installation of meters,
a response by Smith Atkins, repPerched atoo a 100-foot tower
To take sides on any issue bewhen all homes and comitercial
resenting local businessmen, and
at the peak end of Eddings street,
fore the Council has the facts is
an address by Paul R. Farlow,
it is located along side the I. C. outlets were on a flat charge oasto pre-determine an issue before
is, the income has reacled $25;General Agricultural Agent of the
tracks and directly across frdm
trial
006, in the seven months of OcIllinois Central Railroad, who
the
ballpark
outfield.
AtFulton is situated, it should
tober 1948 thru April 1949. (the
was a specially invited guest.
The all-welded tank was erectbe a great transportation center,
first seven months of operation
"It is our hope to establish a
by
the
Chicago
Bridge
and by water meter.)
which should be naturally folcloser relationship and more coIron Company., and boasts of
lowed by .manufacturing and
Aside from the fact that watoperation in marketing the millc
such things as a device for reproduction locally.
er income is now more fairfy
we produce," stated Mr. Freemoving rust from the water, visWe have not assumed the roll f‘
distributed among those who use
man. "We want you to know
ible gauge on the outside, and is
in anv of these which we should.
it in varying quantities instalmore about the milk we produce,
now operated by an automatic
We cannot progress unless we
lation of meters, repair of leaky
which is sold by the Fulton Pure
control system which, when the
mains and of leaky house pipes
Milk Company, one of the most P. R. FARLOW, General Agri- are progressive minded. Few lowater level drops to a certain
has cut consumption almost in
modern and well-equipped plants cultural Agent of the Illinois calities progress by accident.
point, turns on the pumps and
half,
.Today we face the situation
effecting a considerable
was principal
fills it to the top.
Ballots for the coming city in this part of the country . . . Central, who
that
saving
on wear and tear of jumpby standing still we are SO.nETHING NEW has been adWith use of the tank, a conand county elections are being that plants of this caliber are apeaker at the Milk Producers' moving backward,
ing
equipment.
Use of the aew
for
pur ded to the Fulton horizon . . . stant and uniform pressure
delivered to Mr. Holland this few in towns this size, and that barbecue here yesterday.
can
overhead
neighboring
tank, started this week,
communities are def- the city's new overhead water now be maintained
weekend: if you are voting an it is a real asset to Fulton . . .
throughout will eliminate
initely'
moving
much
forward.
tank, just completed and put in the city; and the
of the 24costly 24-hour hour pumping
absentee ballot, now is the time and we want to appeal to you for
operation antiteThe men who represent
the operation this week.
pumping operation, with attend- ly.
to write for it. One can under- your full support in marketing
Progressive Veteran's Ticket for
ant personnel, reduced to around
stand the increased interest in this milk we produce."
The city now has around gao
City Council have represented
Mr. Freeman pointed out that
an 8-hour maintenance job.
this year's elections from the
water users, a slight increase in
Fulton
over many far-flung fields
fact that county registration is local dairy herds have been inusers in the corporate limits ovand now desire to represent you
up 1,179 from its 1947 ftigure of creased, better pastures adopted
er old flat-charge era, when, in
Paramount Pictures, Inc., joint locally.
6,754, and now totals 7,933; city and production upped from 180,- operator
a number of cases, one charge
with M. A. Lightman of
You can be assured that progregistration is up 195 from its 000 pounds of milk per month 52
covered several user units.
theatres in the Mid-South, has ress is the platrorm;
"Residents of Fulton must keep
a better
1947 figure of 2,129, and now Last fall to more than 300,000 purchased outright
Another pleasant aspect of
control
of Fulton is the ideal; to be your garbage in covered cans," warnpounds today. (Estimated intotals 2,324.
the meter era, reports City
nine theatres currently being op- City Council is the
ambition of ed the Fulton City Council at
If you don't believe that's a come today is over $250,000 year- erated py the partnership,
Clerk
Martha Smith, is in the
in- the Progressive Veteran ticket. its meeting last Monday evening.
lot of people to call on, just ask ly . . . . ec1). "Increased produc- cluding the Fulton
collection department.
When
Theatre here.
Many complaints have come to
Merely because they are vettiny of the perspiring candidates tion has satisfied the present
notices
are sent out requeating
The change of control becrarts erans does not of
itself entitle council members in the past few
who are making diligent rounds market and created a monthly effective October
The
payment
financial
of
picture
delinquent bills or
of Ken1st.
them to the office but, because hot weeks, when uncovered cans
these torrid days. It's a hot cam- surplus of from 60,000 to 70,000
tucky's counties is both optimis- the alternative of receiving no
Joe Brown, local manager was they are veterans,
pounds, all of which has potential
they have and garbage heaps throun on tic and pessemistic,
paign in more ways than one.
more
water,
delinquent collecsays
D.
not
available for comment, being proven their ability and
M.
disposal market in Fulton."
willing- the ground have created odorous Magill, state Local Finance
away on a two-week vacation. ness to serve,
Of- tions now run about $15 a month,
nuisances in neighborhoods, aS
Paul
R.
Farlow,
knov.m
well
and
if
other
things
The Fulton Lion's Club has
ficer.
compared with $300 in the noWhat changes will be made in are equal
may they ask your well as breeding spots for swarms
embarked on a campaign to bol- locally for his long time efforts policies and
Magill has just finished re- meter days.
operation here are consideration?
of flies.
swing
to
area
this
over
dairyto
ster attendance, and from the.
G. B. Butterworth, Councilman
not known at this time.
An existing city ordinarce re- viewing the 1949-1950 budgets of
Your business will be the busilooks of things in its first week, ing, was received with enthusiKentucky counties, as required in charge of water department
ness of the Progressive Veteran's quires the sanitary handling of by law.
it ought to do the job. The Club aSM.
All counties are now op- operation, stated this week that
Milk producers sponsoring the Princeton Field Days
Ticket, consisting of Charles Ftob- garbage and waste in back yards erating under
scoured around and found a big,
the uniform bud- although the department is now
and alleys, and persistent ofert
Bennett,
husky, prolific-looking rabbit, event included:
James
Meacham,
Joe
get law enacted in 1936 when able to enjoy increased economy
To Be July 28, 29
Treas, Raymond Williams, Al fenders will be called to..ac':ount, county finances
which this week has been pasa; Thomas Bruce, Jim Olive, Oris
were in a very in operation, plus additional revthe Council warned.
ed around for daily keeping to Leet, Howard Milam, Dewey
Two days, July 28 and 29, Owens and Russell Pitchford.'
enue, that it will first have to
unhealthy
condition.
its
At
meeting,
the
council
allast week's attaentees. Ner,itl.aats Johnson and son, Herman Sams, have' been set aside as annual
pay off much of its indebtedness
so:
Now
all
but
one
of
Kentucky's
"have included Happy Edwarde, C. C. Roberts,# Jewell England, field days by the Western Ken- New Cumberla
before any savings can be passBridge
nd
Learned
counties
that
eummittee
have
its
aptheir
debt
DeMyer,
Paul
ir. a ed pn to local
Alzo Hicks, Lewis tucky ExPeriment Substation at
"Mac" McDaniel, Frank Neal,
water consumers
pointed
unanageable
to
study
natural
form,
the
and
gas
progress'is
Jones.
Leslie
Walker, Bernard Princeton, w-hen farmers and othHarley Neal, F. H. Riddle and
the form of lower ;atm He
The Department of Highways possibilities
being made on the last county.
for
City
the
is
mak'
Bostick,
Richard
Gardner,
John
W Lilian 1 Scott.
ers interested are invited to see Uiday called for bids on the substated that he was hopeful that
Following the reorganization of
ing surveys:
In the near future, the bunny Wright, Carl Johnson, Henry the experiments carried on there. structure and approaches for a
an initial rate reduction could
Contributed $100 toward the the county debts, the bonded inPhillips.
Larry
Binford,
C.
B.
is expected to present a number
be made next summer
Staff members familiar with bridge across Cumberland River
if all
paving of an alley between the debtedness has been reduced subCaldwell,
Hillman
Collier,
J.
W.
of additional offspring, all of
the work of the Substation will on the Paducah-Eddyville road
goes well.
Mateo Theatre building and the stantially in the past several
Kirntro,
W.
W.
Shelton,
N.
C.
which will be expected to conbe on band to conduct group§ in Lyon County. The span will,
new Huddleston hardware com- years. The only significant new
Brown, H. H. Via, Travis Slay- over the farm. On the first tour, be on a road now under
tinue to accompany mama.
con-U
Poor bunny had a narrow es- den, Walter Farabough Jr., J. L. scheduled for 10 a.m. each day, struction which will provide ai pany building 9ff Main street; bond issues are those of the ten
Issued a credit refund to the counties which have issued bonds
cape this week as attendants at Howell, Rice Spence, Ray Moss, visitors will be shown the re- new route to Kentucky Lakea
Pipeline Gas Company on sewer to build hospitals.
Frank Neal's Hickory Log, a- Cecil Burnette, Clyde Burnette, sults of crop experiments on The department said it eventual-2
tax charges assessed agaMst the
The great improvement in the
waiting a'n order to be barbe- Eugene Bondurant, J. W. Shuck, limestone soil. Another tour will ly will become a part of US 62.
statinn, when it learned that the counties as a result of the debt
cued, picked up the box contain- J. F. Lattus, C. P. Freeman, Mer- show the results of crop, pasture
Bids on the project to be fifirm
Two cases of polio in Martin
does
use
not
the
sewer
city
reorganization and the operation
ing the just-arrived rabbit and ritt Milner.
and fruit tree experiments on nanced jointly by the state and
system;
of the budget law was named by were recorded in the County
started for the dressing table besandstone soil, said Supt. S. J. federal governments, will be opLearned that a water district Magill as one of the hopeful Health Department last week,Dr.
fore they learned their barbecue Get Drivers L,icense
Lowry.
ened July 22.
M. R. Beyer, County Health Phyis being set up by residents of signs.
In order to accommodate the
order called for chickens.
sician, said.
the Highlands for purposes cf
Today In Fulton
During the war years and imlarge crowd that is expected,
Whitesell Heads Elks
W. S. Howard, 23, of 307 Fonbuying water from the city mediately following,
All Fulton County
Ever been hypnotized . . or
most coun- ville,
vehicle July 28 has been set aside for
mains.
was sent to Isolation Hosties accumulated treasury surobserve it done? Rotaria:ns can drivers are reminded that Justin farmers from these counties:
Hunter Whitesell, Fulton, has
pital in Memphis Monday with
pluses. Now that road and buildtell you all about it since their Attebery, Clerk of the Circuit Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Car- been elected to Exalted Ruler of
ing projects are going strong a- what Dr. Beyer described as a
program Tuesday in which J. P. Court, will be in Fulton today lisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, the Fulton Elks Lodge to replace Contract Let For
"pretty severe" case of polio.
gain and all costs of government
Phillips, Professor of Psychology (Friday) to issue new operators' Hickman. Livingston, Lyon, Mc- Roy Greer, who has temoved
Graves County Road
have increased, county expenses
at Martin demonstrated
the licenses. Deadline for renewing Cracken, Marshall and Trigg.
from the city.
No cases of polio have been reAward of 5580,619 worth of are going up rapidly. Because of
process, using as his subjects Mrs. these licenses to all except exJack Adams was cleated to the
Torted in Euiton uounty MIS
contracts providing for improve- this, Magill observed, many counTheodore Kramer, Jr., and Miss servicemen is' July 31. '
post
Lecturing
of
Knight,
reJeffress
Buys
far this year, the Fulton County
Jersey
Mr. Atterbery reminds all exPat David. The program was
placing Kenneth Watt, who haa ment of 60 mi4es of rural roads, ties are rapidly using up their Health Department
reports.
servicemen whose licenses are
and $698,351.75 for improve- accumulated surpluses.
Philip W. Jeffress, Fulton, has also left Fulton.
thoroughly enjoyed.
At this rate in two or 'three
good for the "duration plus six purchased the registered Jersey
Installation will be made at' ments on 72 miles of State roads
Howard's
illness
led doctora to
waS announced this week by years many counties win' have
months" that, since the end of female, Shelton Raleigh Lilac the August meeting
suspect that a three-year-old MaState Gas Usage Up
.
Rural Highway Commissioner used all their surplus. num they
the emergency has not yet been The animal comes from the herd
theny
child
who
lives
at the same
Kentuckians and Kentucky vis- &Cared, such licenses need not owned by W. E. Shelton, Jr., APPLY FOR LICENSES
will have either to redurat exEmerson Beauchamp.
-i-ildress must have had the diitors purchased 14,000,000 more -be brought in for renewal; they Mayfield, Ky.
Included in the latter group is penses sharply, go into debt aTwo applications for beer Il- the Mayfield-Symsonia road in gain or raise taxes. -This sober sease three or four weeks- ago.
gallons of gasoline during the „are stiaagood.
The purchase adds to the k iraes
At the time the child's case was
in Fulton weae received Graves County. Contract was
first six months of 1949 than dura- side of the picture brought a
steadily growing number in this
Ny the City Couhcil
it; meet- Warded to the Southern Quarries 'word of caution from the Local so light that diagnosis was
ing the same period in 1947, INTERNATIONAL DAY TEA
area. Dairymen buy Jerseys belast Manday. Thee are:
Highway Commissioner John A.
donstruction Company, Colum- Finance Officer. Since Kentucky questionable, Dr. Beyer said, but
The International Day Tea of cause of the high quality of the
Eugene Sofa 1!.4
for
retail bir, Ohio, for $43,346.12 for im- counties are almost completely the illness left him with a slight
Keck said today. The gasoline The Fulton County Homemakers milk they produce.
limp and he was to be sent to
oeer sales at 11...7 East Fourth provement of 8.8
tax figures are supported by the will be held Tuesday, July 19 at
dependent upon the general propmiles.
Purebred Jerseys are register- sneet.
Crippled Children's Clinic for extraffic increase indicated by 14 Cliftcrest, the beautiful home of
erty tax for their itIcome, local
ed by The American Jersey CatC. L. Patter .ain fat retail beet
automatic traffic recorders in Mrs. L. A. Clifton on Central
R. C. Wade of Memphis is property assessment is the key amination.
tle Club which has its natirmal in:des at 465 Lat;,. Street extenThese cases bring polio total
iting Mrs. R. H. Wade on Carr 'to county finances.
Kentucky operated by the De- Avenue, at 3 in the afternoon.
headquarters in Columbus, O.
for Weakley County to three for
sion.
et.
partment's Division of Planning.
"Kentucky counties can not get
this year, the health departnaent
on a safe financial basis for the
future without a fair and ade- physician said. There was one
POLICE NEWS
case in March in the river bottom
James Robert Hastings and R.
quate assessment of property on
near the Obion County line.
H. Moss. both- of McConnell,
which their income is based,"
"So far this year doctors have
Magill said.
Tenn., were each fined $52.50 by
noticed that polio is striking
Fulton Police Judge Perce last My Fellow Citizens:
According
Fulton
to
Cpunty
as an opponent in this race, for as his empire and to seek to asthese two counties are not un- Judge Homer Robert.;, 'Fulton more at people in the older age
Wednesday for engaging in a
group than ever before," Dr.
I am deeply grateful for the the very good reason that upon sert dictatorship over the frke familiar with such dictatorial de- County has not acctunulated
fight in a local cafe. In the affair,
any
his
own initiative, and 4404n- people of this state.
mands, and in every instance surplus during the last 7 years, Beyer reported. "In previous
last week, Hastings' throat was opportunity you have given me tarily, he told me he would
not
years most of the victims have
to serve you in the General Ascut.
Is it democracy—is it freedom have repudiated them in no un- although each year has seen ex- been under
sembly. I am profoundly grate- be a candidate against me and
16.
certain tones.
penses
kept
below
the
budget.
—is
it
representatio
n,
if
to
a
succeed
peohimself
and preferred
"I do not believe and I ra rtainIf it were not for the dastardly The surplus each year has been
James Rogers, a Water Valley ful also for your loyalty and that I make the race. I am sure ple of a legislation district must
ly hope that polio will not reach
Negro, was bound over to the militant support of my candidacy he was in good faith though naive bow to dictation from Frankfort aspects of the threat, and the used by the County road fund
dictatorial attitude of the Gov- for equipment and maintenance of epidemic stage in Weakley CounGrand Jury Wednesday follow- for Governor in 1947. Your con- respecting
as
the
price
of
service
for
which
the ruthlessness of
ty this year," Dr. Beyer said, reernor, the promises and road county roads.
ing a hearing on charges that he sideration in the past imposes political
iterating that the best prevenmachine pressure later they institute government and— bribing attempts couple with
This year Fulton County will
broke into an automobile near upon me a great obligation to to
pay
taxes?
Iseit
democracy—i
s
be
tive
br
measures for polio are to aht upon him. I reinnuendo of reprisal to those who add around $6000 surplus (from
the Chicken Shack and stole persevere in your behalf and in gret
freedom—is
it
it
representatio
to
void
crowds, don't get overtired.
n
hay
seen him quail unfail to bend the knee, the whole last year) to its $17.000 budget
equipment valued around $25. He behalf of the great common peowhen
Governor
a
through
der
such
—Weekley County Press
entisesaure to become
ple of Kentucky. I promise that
propoganda of this campaign for roads and machine equipwas released under $300 bond.
with your continued cooperation tool ancra vassal of the Gover- saries demands election of a man would be ridiculous. For prom- ment.
and mandate, I shall not falter in nor and his political machine, and to represent him rather than you. ises and threats of reprisal are
DEADLINE NEARING
Judge Roberts stated that in Scouters Talce Trip
.Axes are paid into not unfamiliar to the people of the past seven years the bonded
August 1, 1949 is the deadline the discharge of that obligation. to put himself in the position of or after your
A group of Boy Scouts from
therefore,
the
discharge
It
treasury
the
is,
ehe
in
being
state that you Fulton and Hickman Counties. indebtedness of the Ccunty has the Four Rivers Council
willing to trade his and his
for filing applications for free
b.ft
of
obligation
bargain
what
must
an
to
I
trade
feel
people's
and
be
with him The people here have never been reduced from around $550,- from Fulton last Monday
right of representative
cotton classing and market news
inarrtin
I
candidate
order
that
become
have
obtain
a
to
roads
othor
government for a mess of potyielded to dictatorship nor have 000 down to about $375,000.
services available to farrners in
ing for a three weeks' trip to
er governmental services to they been intimidated into sub- alassessment valuation here IS the Philmont
organized cotton improvement to again represent this district in tage.
Scout Ranch is
Assembly.
which
General
you
properly
the
are
.
entitled?
•
mission.
But roads have been considered average, with some New Mexico.
groups. They should be sent imIt is astounding that any man, That is the issue in Fulton and built
in Fulton and Hickinan counties higher and some lower.
mediately to U. S. Department
The Scouts were in charge
Opposing me nominally in this even a Governor can become so Hickman Counties and
in every Counties during the years that
Elbert Johns, who is being asof Agriculture, PMA, Cotton campaign is a most worthy citi- ambitious,
ruthless, so obliv- legislative district of this state I represented the district
in the
Branch, P. O. Box 363, Memphis zen whom I have always respect- ious to the
Mrs. J. E. Williams left Tues- sisted on the trip by Louis Weaks
American concept of where the free choice of the peoday for an extended visit to rel- and Uel Killebrew of Fulton and
1, Tenn.
ed. I did not expect to have him democracy as to regard Kentucky ple is challenged.
The people of
(Continued On Page 7)
atives in New York.
Phil Wehman of Union City.
Whenever you happen to drive
up around Fulton's new overhead water tank, you will probably marvel at the prodigious
supports erected under it. Water,
in quantity, is a mighty heavy
substance; in fact the 200,000
gallons in this tank weigh exactly 1,666,000 pounds (833 tons).
We are reminded, in writing
this, of an architectural firm up
in St. Joseph, Mo., who constructed a 13-story building and decided, after construction WaS finished, to place a water tank on
top of it. The tank v:as erected,
all piping connected and the water was turned on. When the tank
was nearly full, the whole works
crashed down through the 13
floors to the ground.
The engineers had overlooked
t.he fact that when the tank was
full it woul weigh a little matter of about 500 tons.

CITY WATER TANK
IS NOW IN USE

I

PARAMOUNT BUYS
FULTON THEATRE

'COVER GARBAGE
WARNS COUNCIL

FINANCE OFFICER
WARNS COUNTIES
OF DANGER AHEAD

POLIO STRIKES AT
TWO IN MARTIN

Waterfield Announces Candidacy; Blasts Administration

or
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in the
business men that all of the residents
practicalas
here,
area dis all of their trading
many new
ly all of them do, yet one discovers
gatherfaces and names at these cammunity
wholea
is
friends.Nkt
ings, and makes new
neighyour
wall
together
get
to
some idea
and
bors and talk over mutual advantages
underSuch
differences.
seek a solution to
standing brings real team-work and harmony
to farmer and merchant alike.
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rSTRICTLY BUSINESS

Know Your Neighbor

Wtel. SiOtINIT

BOB /ONES UNIVERSITY

ing around Fulton is big business, and growing bigger every year.
Every time that you buy a dairy product that is locally -produced you are encour-

During the past year or so we have observed a growing amount of desire on the
part of Fulton organizations to get out as
a body, and meet the folks who live in the
communities around Fulton, and we certainly add our commendation to this worth-while
;idea. While the idea is by no means new around here, being often practiced prior to

aging the growth, and adding to the income
of these milk producers. Their income comes
right back to Fulton to buy clothing, feed,
automobiles, groceries and other merchandise.
It is steady, comfortable and year-round.
It can be readily seen, then that one
way to help ourselves grow is to help our

die war, we know -of a lot of worthwhile
things that were cut off by war years and
have yet to be revived.

local milk produoe.rs grow. Buy dairy product that are produced here at home.

While it is the fond hope of all Fulton

1111
••
•

.
»ye"

0.4107.4%
"What kind of a model railroad
Junior bought?"

did you say

From The Files:
tude. A day or two before, Dr. Gardner had
run out of his office to the rescue of their 10year-old chum, Patty Ryan, when Patty was
run over by a truck. Anyoue who could have
helped would have done the same. But grati-

Incident With A Shine
Here is a case where gratitude came out
in the wash.
The boys of Seventeenth Stfeet in
Brooklyn, equi,pped with old stockings, ftrayed curtains, hot water, and wax, gathered
around the doctor's car after he went into

tude doesn't stop to philosophize about such
things, any more than mercy does. A "great
guy" is a "great guy,'' and how about making that car of his really shine?

his office. When he came out at noon, there
stood his car, washed and sparkling, and a
group of boys shouting enthusiastically:
"Two, four, six, eight, who do we appreciate?

Anyone who needs to have his-faith in
human nature shined up a little might pay
attention to the boys of Seventeenth Street
—C.S.M.
in Brooklyn.

—Dr. Gardner!"
It was a simple act of spontaneous grati-

-0

No Park For Now

money, by a City Council that is doing its
best to operate with its head above water.

Although the City of Fulton certainly
could use the Carr property on Second street
tor a park site, and despite the fact that this
property is available to the City, we have
learned, since our article last week, that buying is not considered feasible and the matter

'From lack of moral strength empires
fall. Right alone is irresistible, permanent,

will probably be dropped.
It's just one of those cases Where something extremely desirable will have to be bypassed in favor of more urgent uees for the

eternal.—Mary Baker Eddy.

Today's greatest danger may be a blessing in disguise if we meet it with intelligence
and conviction.—Roy L. Smith.

Tidbits of Kentucky Folk-Lore
P'" mgr.

What Is Folkl

e

V

speakWhen I first started writing and
with the
met
often
was
I
folklore,
ing about
wonproverbial blank stare. Educated people
pereducated
dered what another so-called
such
on
time
his
wasting
by
rrran
son kould
nonsense; less well educated ones thought
not
that I was staking fun of them. It was
the
in
But
folklorist.
a
be
popular then to
many years since I first began to talk about
it
folk customs, folklore or what passes for
mere
the
fact,
In
fad.
a
has often became
faddists nature of it has often crippled the
genuine study by those who haVe the Wilier attutude toward the folk and their cusit
toms. Some people have realized that
lot
a
know
to
might be protitable to seem
about the folk; as a result they have cashed
in on their fad and have had plenty of solid
pudding to eat. Others have kept the more
dignified side of the study in mind and have
not run away to any extremes. Folklore, like
9emantics, has come to be a shibboleth to
many; there are books written on both subjects that seem to me to have missed the boat.
Folklore is not merely a matter of ignorant people and their customs. It is not a lot
of old wives' tales about home remedies and
charms against disease. It is not' a sign of
and
degeneracy. All of us are of the
most of us show our folk connections daily
in some way.
The most elusive aspect of folklore is
what could be called folk feeling. Deep down
in most of us are certain feelings that we
have never thought to analyze. Some of
these are worthy of the best thinking and
respect; some are pretty sorry. Older than
recorded history are prejudices and customs
that are a part of our everyday lives. How
these custams started is shrouded in the
mystery of ancient day& But it is someting
more than a local habit or prejudice, something more than a fad or style. What lies
behind the. age-cld hostility of Germanic and
Latin Peoples? Why is this prejudice so hard
to drive out by charms or culture? Take
differentiation in dress for the two sexes
as one of the most ancient tabus. Any invasion of this ancient custom usually ;arouses the

wrath of men and women alike. Progress in
a more active life for girls and women has
been achieved in spite of this age-hallowed
tabu. Just how far this barrier can be broken down without harm to both sexes is one
of the 64-dollar questions, but the folk resent
any serious and permanent attempt to differentiate toe little the sexes.
Night and fear are also a part of the superstitious life of nearly everybody. The presence of electric lights has done something
to uproot this ancient fear, but even today it
is not easy to be perfectly normal when one
is ramie at night. If there is net e fear, there
is at least a quickening of the senses that allies the most sophisticated with the primitive
man of the forests and the caves. In my .malure life I have camped out a great deal, often
alone. I will not pretend that night does not
pose a problem, however much I may have
overcome its more fearsome aspect. I find
myself hearing noises that would not have
been noticed when I was in my own room
under a roof. I am not especially afraid;
my being out alone would prove that. But
night is just not day, and humanity is not
so far away from primitive days that it
does not feel the appeal and mystery of
night.
Death poses another problem that our
Christian faith does not entirely solve for
many people. It may not be a special fear
of death as such, for humanity seems pretty
immune to any serious thoughts that last
long. But the strange ,mystery is always around, not yielding as have so many other
things to modern methods of study and comprehension. The most philosophical person
knows that the Old Enemy, Death, is near; he
may not have any feeling that keeps him
awake at night, but he feels this disturbing
presence in 'every situation. The less philosophical may have, deefo within his heart, a
morbid fear of every aspect of death and may
rcsort to many a .strange folk way to ward
off its certain approach. These dimly conceived fears lie behind every life and color
many of thtngs that all of us do, whether we
are hopeful or doubtful. It is hard to escape
our being hurnan beirgs.
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July 19, 1929:
D. W. Longstreet, Vice-president of the ICRR in charge of
traffic, announces the appointment of Mark Fenton as General
Industrial agent of the railroad.
Establishment of this post marks
an "aggressive expansion of activities."
Voters of Fulton should be glad
of the opportunity of electing
three of the old councilmen: Murrell, Phillips and Hannephin.
(Adv.)
be
The Robey reunion will
held next Sunday. Big basket
dinner. Whoopee! Let's go!
Club notes: Members are getting ready for the coming county
fair Billie McGehee of Sylvan
Shade, who was awarded a trip
to the International Live Stock
show last fall, is getting his
spotted Poland China pigs ready
. . . Jones R. Davie is going to
show his cow and yearling heifer . .. Thomas Stone, who won
first and second at Hickman and
first at Memphispwith his corn,
is also bringing along some Poland Chinas . . . James Garland
Shaw, Mill Shaw, Murrel Roper,
Evelyn Shaw and Lyle Shuck, of

Sylvan Shade, are gettiag their
calves ready.
Cecil Burnett has a heifer with
her second calf that has been
milking 44 pounds per day. Ed
Browder stated that his three
cows purchased from Calloway
producing $11.50
been
have
worth of cream per week; including skimmed milk at 40c
per 100, they total $14.00 per
week. These are good ones!
The following attended a reunicn at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Powell, 10 miles east of
town, last Monday: Mr. and Mrs.
F. H. McDaniel and son, Fort
Worth, Texas; Raymond Hastings, Nashville; Mr. and Mrs. M.
K. Chowning and son, Bobbie;
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Palmer and
daughter, Beulah; Mr. and Mts.
Joe Gates and daughters, Altie
B. and Tcunmy Nelle; Mr. end
Mrs. D. B. Vaughn and daughter,
Elaine; Mrs. Anna Linton and
daughter, Sarah; Mr. and Mrs.
and daughters„
Palmer
Bud
Mary and Juanita; Mr. and Mrs.
M. A. Cole and daughters, Carolyn and Dorothy, and Mr. Johnnie Palmer.
Vote for Smith for Sheriff.
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It is in this spirit that the area milk producers for the Fulton Pure Milk Company
reversed the procedure this week, coming to
Fulton to meet with local citizens to point
out to them their big, and growing, investment in the dairy industry hereabouts. Dairy-

nothing that keeps the heart
There is .
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

Loo

by McFeetters
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GREENVILLE.
SOUTH C•ROLINA

Possibly none of the words of in the person ot the Lord Jesus
Christ are more often quoted than Christ His Son. The truth of man's
these,"And ye shall know the Truth, lost condition. the truth of tbe life
and the Truth shall miike you free hereafter. the truth of the person
(John 8:32). They lend their beauty and love of God is revealed in the
te many a political speech and many Bible, the Word of God. Truth which
an educational lecture. They gleam man discoveres for himself trees
like brilliant gems and the rubbish him from error. but only the truth
of many ,terile sermon. They are which God reveals trees man from
engraved Orl the walls of universitr sin and its power laid its penalty.
libraries and carved over the doors The mind of man by searching cannot discover God. and only God la
of college chapels.
In one sense there Is freedom in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ
all truth. However. truth is arrived is able to strike off the shackles of
at by two different ways. Some truth habit and sin and weakness which
comes by discovery: some truth by bind man body and soul This eterrevelation. The scientist in hi lab- nal freedom which evades human
oratory. by esrperiment and re- discovery but comes as the gift of
search, may discover truth in the divine revelation is found ln the
realm of science. The biologist the Lord Jesus Christ. HP who sold,
botanist. or the chemist may discov- "And ye shall Imow the Truth. and
er truths of nathral law and use those the Truth shall make you tree." said
truths to free man from the scourge of Himself. "1 am the 'rruth:* and
of disease. The archaelogist may un- only God's Son frees man from self,
cover truths from buried civiliza- from his own sinful passions sad
tion and free man from false ideas tendencies. and from the condemnaabout nations long since vanished. tion of his ein
Wonderful word& these. "the
By the trial and error method, many
may attain to truth: and truth brings Truth shall make you free," but
completely realized only in Christ
freedom from error.
Spiritual truth. however, comes by the Incarnate Truth. "I/ the Son
revelation from God Himself. God. therefore shall make you tree, Ye
who in Himself is the embodiment shall be tree indeed" (John 8-.30).
of all truth, reveals Himself to man
—Released

by the Gospel Fellowship Association

pose any "trial run" of the Brannan plan. 4. To support amendments to the Agricultural Act of
1948 which would provide increases in the minimum support
prices for cotton, wheat, corn.
peanuts, and rice when acreage
allotments or marketing quotas
are in effect.
Recommended Changes
The Board recommended that
the Agricultural Act of 1948 be
amended to provide:
1. That the loan rate on cotton, wheat, corn, peanuts ant
rice be 75 to 90 percent of parity whenever marketing quotas or
acreage allotments are in effect,
instead of 72 to 90 percent (with
quotas or allotments) as the law
now stands.
- .....
2. That whenever acreage allotments or marketing quotas are
in effect the schedule for cotton
and peanuts provide a 90 percent loan rate if the supply is
108 percent of normal or less, and
that this rate be graduated
dc,wnward as the supply increases above 108 until the rate becomes 75 percent of parity when
the supply is greater than 130
percent of normal.
3. That whenever acreage at

Sp
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lotments or marketing quotas are
in effect the support schedule
for corn, wheat and rice provide
a 90 percent of parity support
for a supply of 102 per cent of
normal or less, and that this
schedule be graduated downward
for supplies greater than 102 percent of normal to a loan rate of
75 percent of parity when the
supply is greater than 130 percent of normal.
In the words of Allan B. Kline,
President of AFBF. these clear
statements of American Farm
and
Bureau position, clarified
the
affirmed unanimously by
Board, furnish a most satisfactory basis for sound agricultural
legislation in the present Congress.
No changes were recommended by the Board in provisiens of
the -Act relating to tobacco.
Those changes which were recommended would not affect the
operation of price support programs when eeither acreage allotments nor marketing quotas
are in effect. In such cases, the
price support would be 60 to 90
percent of parity, depending upon
supply, as now provided in the
••••
Act
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farmer didn't heed the warnings
With this column appearing in
until the inevitable happened.
between 100 and 110 Kentucky
Johnson grass is getting a hold
newspapers of, say, an average
practically every county in
in
figure
I
each,
circulation
of 2500
state. Few landowners pay
the
farmers
200,000
to
close
reach
I
to it when they see
and absentee landowners. Twice, any attention
a clump here and there. Or they
I recall, I have written about the
may see it and postpone poisonmenace of Johnson grass to our
agriculture. Outside Henderson, ing it until next year.
For the convenience of retiders
Webster and Union counties, exI am giving full directions for
actly two farmers have written
getting the poison. The contern
to find out where they can get
is the Oldbury Electro-Chemical
sodium chlorate and how to use
Company, Niagara Fall, N'. Y. In
ft. Perhaps a few have appealed
quantities of less than 600 pounds
to their county agents for ieforit is eight and a half cents a
mation. All of which facts are set
pounds,
inpound. Six hundred
forth to show that in some
eight cents; 1000 pounds, 7 and a
stances it is mighty hard V) move
half cents. You pay the freight,
people to do a simple little jot
even when their own propert.., which is around one dollar per
100-pound drum.
is endangered.
You dissolve one pound of the
In the three counties mentioncrystals to the gallon of water.
ed above I have told at least
The solution will kill every plent
fifty farmers where to get a
both
it touches. Now, with the seed
deadly chemical that is
falling, the ground should be well
cheap and easy to use. These
for
sprinkled. For killing small, scatfarmers ask me personally
it
write
'tered clumps, use a hand water
the reference and I
sprinkler.
down for them.
Every farmer should keep soOne came to me last week.
dium chlorate on his premises.
Said his botton land had patchJohnson grass seed is dropped by
es of Johnson grass all over it. I
birds and may spring up any,recommended 1,000 pounds of sowhere. Nobody ncrwadays should
dium chlorate, which in that
buy hay withbut assurance that
quantity would cost him seven
there is no Johnson grass on the
end a half cents a pound. He
farm it comes from.
probably will have to use a
Ineidentally, I have no profit
weed-killer power spray with a
interest in selling sodium chlogun on the hose. I have been
rate. I am passing along the
writing about Johnson grass in
manufacturer's address for the
the Henderson Gleaner for elevconvenience of readers.
bottom
river
en years. This

Farm Bureau News

sh..ifitt 0;40.
Criterion For Congress
Several actions upon which the
Board of Directors of the American Farrn Bureau Federation agreed unanimously last week indicate clearly that farmers are
intensely interested in having
Congress perfect agricultural legislature already "on the bcoks"
and have. no enthusiasm for the
so-called farm program proposed
Agriculture
Secretary of
by
Brannan.

Representing agriculture in all
areas of the United States, the
'Board was solidly in agreement
on four courses of action relating
to farm price supports. The
Board agreed:
1. To oppose the Brannan proposal. 2. To oppose the bill of
the Farm Program Subcommittee of the House Committee on
Agriculture which incorporates
most of the essential features of
the Brannan proposal. 3. To op-
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"There's lots more to tell you...
but someone else may want to use the
PARTY LINE"
It's thoughtfulness like this that makes your party
line neighbors thoughtful of you. It allows others
to call and frees the line for incoming calls.
MANY of our customers desire differeru types
of service which are not generally available
rsow---such as individual line or two-party line
service. We have a record of all suck applications and we're working hard to provide the
cables and central office equipment necessarY
to furnish the desired service as soon as possible.
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Spare the Rod is Rule in Mooseheart Village ,r
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Kids in the child city of Mooseheart, Ill., never are spanked.
The 860 children of the Loyal
Order of Moose, sponsor of
Mooseheart, live under a system
of self-government. The 850,000
members of the fraternity have
poured .more than $28,000,000 into
tbe project, set up to care for the
dependent children of deceased
members.
Malcolm R. Giles, executive director of Moose affairs, said that
since Mooseheart was established
in 1923, not one of its 2,000 graduates has run afoul of the law.
More than 5,000 children have
lived in the city. One third of
the graduates have gone to college.
Founding father of Mooseheart
was James J. Davis, U.S. Senator
frum Pennsylvania from 1930 to
1944. He took over leadership
of the fraternity in 1906.
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Davis envisioned a place where ing in the greenhouse. Earnings
fatherless, motherless, or or- are credited to each individual's
phaned children of Moose mem- bank account.
bers could be cared for until maAfter school, there are movies,
turity. Members have supported roller and ice-skating, dances,
his plan to the tune of $1,500,000 band concerts, plays, handicraft
annually.
shops, basketball, and football.
Some 56 teachers in six departAgnes is ready to give a piano
ments train the boys and girls concert. David is looking forward
in separate groups. The same to a career in accounting.
course of study given in public
The spare-the-rod training for
schools is provided. Vocational the 800 children is based on a
training is emphasized.
system of self-gobernment. InA laboratory for child research fractions of rules and regulations
directed by Dr. Martin L. Rey- are recorded as demerits.
mert, serves as a psychological
Too many demerits by the few
clinic for the community.
who misbehave send them to
An annual health examination "West Farm." This is an isolated
is given each boy and girl. The farmhouse two miles from the
65-bed hospital is used more far center of Mooseheart activity.
preventive medicine than for
A short stay here usually is
the care of the sick. X-ray ex- enough to convince the student
aminations, dental checkups and that bad behavior doesn't pay,
Shirley Booth, noted radio,
other services are provided.
Giles said.—Courier-Journal.
screen and stage actress, has the
Some 700 Mooseheart boys and
role—as an ambitious
starring
girls served in the armed forces
five-and-ten cent store clerk—ir
during the war.
the new comedy show, "Hogan't
The child'en are housed in
Daughter," Tuesdays, on WLW
groups in homelike dwellings.
NBC at 8 p.m., EST.
Each house has its own cook and
house mother. Meals are served
First Baptist
Sunday Service ..... 11:00 a. m.
family style.
Church
Wed. Testimonial
7:30 p. m.
Boys and girls work if they
Second and Eddings
Reading Room Open Wednesday
wish. Each child is given a plot
HEISNER,
G.
J.
Patdor
thru Saturday
3 to 5 p.m.
of ground to care for during the Staz.ciday Sc hool
9:45 a. m.
summer. One day a week each is Mo ning Worship
10:50 a. m.
Church Of The
assigned to a job for pay. It may Training Union
6.30 p.
be clerking in a store or garden- Evening Worship
Nazarene
7:30 p. m.
Prayer Service Wed
College and Green
7:30 p. m.

CHURCH CALENDAR

South Fulton
Baptist Church
J. T. BRACE, Pastor

DR. H. W. CONNAUGHTON
Will be out of his office from

JULY 9 UNTIL JULY 13
Attending the 86th Annual Convention
of the
American Veterinary Medical Association
in Detroit, Michigan

DR. J. E. JOHNSON
at Martin, Tennessee

1

—43r—

DR. O. B. NEELY

Thirst, Too,
Seeks Quality

Trinity Episcopal
Church
wm. C. TAYLOR, Jr., Minister
Hob, Communion .

11:00 a rn

Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Second and Eddings
E. RUEB, Pastor
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Night It srship

10:00 a. m.
11:00 a. m.
7:00 p. m.

Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Off Highway 94
REV. LONNIE STONER, Pastor

Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Every Sunday except fifth Sunday.
What
grander
ambition is
there than to maintain in yourselves what Jesus loved, and to
know that your example, more
than words, makes
morals for
mankind!
—Mary Baker Eddy
A woman with her mind made
up is a woman about to change
her mind.

Sunday School
9:45
Riceville
Morning Worship
10:55
Baptist Church
Evening Service ......
7:30
Sunday School
10:00 a. in. Mid-Week service Wed. 7:30
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
•
7:00 p. m.

a. m.
a. m. 1
p.m.
p. m

Fairbanks-Morse
"A Name -.vorth Remembering"
Water Systems
SOFTENERS
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING
H. E. GRIGGS
Phone 1199-R—Fulton Hiway
Union City, Tenn.
• WATER

,i.sk Jur tt either tvay ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
SOTTUD UNDER AUTHOPTTY OP THE COCA-COlA COMPANY BY

FULTON

COCA-COLA BOTTLENG CO., INIJ.
0

Whits strimPoll Wes, 05 Illostreted, available of exTro cost.

Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church
JOE WILSON, Pastor
Sunday School ... 10:00 a. m.
Preaching second and fourth
Sundays 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p. m.
Mid-Week Service Thurs. 7:00

A REAL OIL BASE WALL PAINT,

St. Edwards Church
510 Eddings Street
'A.

One Coat Really Covers

First Christian
Church
Carr Street
PERRY L, STONE, Minister

nritolLvied Oil"
base paint that covers
most cmy surface in one
coat Ccm be washed re
peatedly — cmd painted

Morning Worship
Church School
Mid-Week service

without

streaking.
N once--youll never
use any other. Comes in
Pktt. Seml.Gloss and Gloss
anlahes.

Try

PITTSBURGH PAINTS LooK

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111

11:00 a. m.
10:00 a. m.
Wed 7:00 p.m.

Central Church
of Christ
Second and Carr
CHAS. L. HOUSER, Minister

BETTER LONGER I

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.

Bible School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship ..
7:00 p. m.
Mid-Week Service AVed, 7:30 p.m.

Christian Science
Society
Carr Street
Sunday School_
9:45 a. in.
'III
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TO YOUR DOOR
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ere's the big broad seat that will carry you there
in sofa-like ease. At your toe is the treadle that
brings to life 150 eager Fireball horsepower.

F

or it isn't just what the price tags say nor what
a demonstration shows that makes Buick such a
In your hand is a wheel, neat and tidy, friendly
satisfying investment.
and obedient. And under it the Dynaflow lever
that's key to a whole new experience.
• It's in the way a car grows on you when
it's planned
to please in many ways, and not just through a
et it once—and you can forget it. Until you park
single feature. or back up, you won't need to touch it again. Find
n such a car, any trip's "a breeze." How about
a comfortable spot for your clutch-foot too— that's
breezing around to your Buick dealer to see how
just going along for the ride—and smoothly feed gas.
quickly you can get a ROADMASTER?
No jar, no jerk, no sudden lurch. Just one smooth
crescendo of power, soft and silky and forever free
sF.k ...a HEAR OLSEN and JOINSON'A FIREBALL
of direct-geared harshness!
FUN.FOR.ALL
Twoday ors Trilootaion

S

I

surar alone has all those features: Silk-smooth DYNAHOW
DRIVE* • IFULL•WEIN VISION Iran en/arged glass area • SWING-EASY
DOORS and easy access "UVING SPACE'
.INTERIORS with Deep -Cradle
ceshions • Buoyant-riding QUADRUPLES COIL SPRINGING • lively FIREBALL
STRAIGHT-QOM POVAIR with NU- SITT/NG VALVE UFTERS PI*, HI•

lerd

Call 75

PPM MGM MOUNTINGS • Croiser-Linn ITAITIPORTS • Low-pressure
litres on SAFETY-RIDE IUMS • DUREX BEARIN4S, ream and connecting rods
BODY SY FISHER. *Standard on ROADMASTEA optional at exPro moon SUPER
rtodoli.

SAWYER'S MARKET

TWO ill HENRY

master

J. TAYLOR. ABC Nolworl, •vory Monday eivanAgi

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth
Street

,

IIICK
•

234 EAST FOURTH STREET
1,11111111'14J ,I1,1 1,r

HUCK off that coat, good sir—and loosen that tie.
Call to mind the coolest, pleasantest spot within a
couple of hundred miles—and let's go find comfort.

spread their welcome, tall hills bow meekly to the

-)
az-b-s•
-"e

trty

S

power at your command. Cares fall away with the
dust-clouds of your going, and you've forgotten the
world and the weather.
You know now why scores of thousands wouldn't
be without the sweet luxury of Dynanow Drive —
or the velvet power of ROADMASTER. You know
why the Buick ride sets the standard for the industry — above all, why Buick's the buy.

Traffic slides by,no longer a headache. Open roads

001/%91
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REV. THOMAS LIBS, Pastor

Masses at 8: a. m. every Sunday
except the fourth, and that at
10: a. m. Confession before 8:
o'clock mass. Benediction following Sunday mass.

--4,„WALLHIDE
over

I/

Phone 1355-J for Holy Day and
daily schedule.

PITTSBURGH

Is a I

1949, Tlm C000-Calo Company

Liberty
Baptist Church
Middle Road
BOB COVINGTON, Pastor

at Union City, Tennessee

lg3

WANT

a. m
a.m.
p.m.
and

Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preaching first and third Sunday's 11.00 a. m. and 7:00 p m.

:We

ble,
utlity

a.m.
a. m.
p. m.
p.m.

Crutchfield
Baptist Church
JOE WILSON, Pastor

Sunday School
10:00
Preaching (Morning) 11:00
Preaching (Evening) 7:00
Services every Wednesday
Friday night 7:15 p. m.

J. C. MATTHEWS, Pastor

Bible School
9:45
Morning Worship
10:45
Young People's Society 6:30
Sunday School
9:45 a. m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:30
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Training Union
First Methodist
6:15 p.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m.
Church
Mid-Week Service — Wednesday
Second and Carr Sts.
7:15 p. m.

W. E. MISCHKE, Minister

In the erent of an emergency pleace call

••••11

Church of God
CHARLIE MACKINS, Pastor

111(1,11111

Fulton, Kentucky

Whom. better automobiles are built BUICK trill bond them

*
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Mesdames Bard, J. D. Davis, L.O. While there she attended the Tex., to join Mr. Lewis and make
their home. Mr. Lewis is employBradford, Clanton Meacham, T. MOAT.
Mrs. W. H. Walker arrived ( d by the Magnolia Oil Company.
M. Franklin and J. C. Scruggs.
Thursday for a visit to her niece
Mrs. J. E. McNatt on Central
THURSDAY CLUB
,
avenue.
MEETS AT HOME
PHONE 926
OF MRS. DON HILL
Mr. and Mrs. Murray McConELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
lay
Thurs
the
of
The members
nell and daughter who have been
afternoon bridge club were en- the guests of her mother, Mrs.
Wallace
her
Mrs.
at
by
Hill
Don
assisted
Mrs.
by
was
tertained
she
Elizabeth Payne left this week
OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
Shankle, Mrs. Harry L. Bushart
' home on Walnut street.
for a visit in Kanapolis, N.C.
COMPLIMENTED WITH
Mrs.
nigh
Witty.
was
Elizabeth
Graham
Robert
.
Mrs
Miss
and
LOVELY LAWN PARTY
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Naifeh and
the descorer for the afternoon.
The back lawn at the home of Charles Andrews gave
son, John of Detroit, will arrive
a
game
the
of
close
votional.
the
At
on
Jr.,
Fall,
E.
dilr. and Mrs. J.
this week for a visit to het parlovely ice course was served to ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Noffel.
Following the program two inThird street. was the scene of a
by
enjoyed
Simons,
Mel
were
Graham,
quizzes
Mesdames
,
teresting
eve_
Friday
party
lawn
delightful
Little Sue Moore is ill of
B. O. Copeland„ C. L. Maddox, whooping cough at the home of
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CITY ELECTRIC

July Clearance Sale
DRESSES
$8.95 to $49.95 Values NOW $5.95 to $29.95

kivan regik

DURCSTS

1.4,11.1
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FLAT WALL PAINT
An oil base paint that leaves a
velvet-like finish on any surface.
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Autcmatically
DEFROSTS YOUR
REFRIGERATOR

HATS $100 $300 $500
CASH

NO EXCHANGES

300 Main St.

L

ALL SALES FINAL

Clarice Shop
Phone 265

PR

ihi ri

Coats and Suits Reduced Accordingly
Special Price on One Lot Of
Blouses, Gowns, Slips and Pajamas

NO REFUND

MOl%

$ 95

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

No Tax

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main

Phone 201

lend an air of
enchantment to
your home.Washable and
because of excellent coverage is most
economical-
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Exchange Furniture Company
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left Monday for their home id Ohio Saturday morning after per at Beelerton school
Friday
Detroit after a ten day vacation spending a weeks vacation with •night, July 15. Hamernade ice spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. John Yates Wednesady
Mrs. Carey ErieIds, Cer.
Marvin Hendrix.
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evening.
with their daughter, Mrs. Doyle Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt anti crE-am and cake will be
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as,
and Leonard. Adams of
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Mr. and Mrs. James Edward a few days with Mrs. 'Hubert and is able to be up some.
have returned to their home in
indisposed at this writing.
for a few weeks longer.
Miss Glenda Kindred has re- Detroit after visiting relatives Martin were guests of Mr and
Thompson has returned to their Kirby and Mrs. Loudon.
A revival is in progress at Mt.
Mrs. Bud Stem Sunday afterA new annex is now under con- home in Atlanta, Ga., after a visturned home after visiting her here.
noon.
Vernon M.E. church this week. struction at the New Salem
,
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Mrs. John Shmeth and M -s.
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and
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and
chilLowry
by Elder Raines. Services are school rooms. Two new rooms
Algie Hay spent Saturday in
Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
son.
dren of Detroit are visiting Mr. were in Memphis, Tuesday.
Humboldt with Mrs. Dick Ttlekheld in the afternoon at 2 o'clock 'were completed several weeks a.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Palmer and and Mrs. Bob Cannon.
Mrs. Robert Biggs of Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bradkorb and er.
and in the evening.
go and funds are needed to comdaughter visited Mrs. W. E. PalMr. and Mrs. Curtis Thurman and family of Pontiac, Mich.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields of plete the work so urges the pas- Miss., is visiting her cousin, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Burchtm
Clyde Burnette and family. She mer the week of the Fourth of and family have moved back to have returned home after visit- and family
near here and Mr. and Mrs. Eric tor, Rev. Jack McClain.
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was formerly Myra Ward and July.
Miss Mattie Vincent's place.
ing with Mr. and Mrs. John St. Louis as the guests of Mr.
' Cunningham and George Ed of
Mrs. Ernest Poyner is on the
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Dresden, Tenn., spent the past sick list and requires some medi- has lived in this vicinity.
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Mr. and Mrs. George Ainslie Willie Cavender gave a house- Fall, Texas, spent last week with Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
weekend in Paducah and were cal care.
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keeping shower for her nephew Mr. and
the houseguests of Mr. and Mrs.
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ing
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and
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Coffin Union City Sunday and were
Pitts of Willington were Sund .y
On next Sunday a series of the dinner guests of children, Tenn., after a weeks visit with Cannon. There was a large crowd man drove back with him.
Mrs. Evelyn Melton shopped in guests atilt. and Mrs. Robtrt,—.
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Jeffress anct and many beautiful gifts were
meetings will begin at New Sal- Mr. and Mrs Bill Doyle.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlie Kindred, Mayfield Monday.
Pitts.
received by the couple. Refresh- Mr.
em Baptist church held by the
family.
and Mrs. Fred Nabors and
A revival is now in progress at
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bowen ,,t
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Bowlin
ments were served to those prepastor, Rev. Jack McClain who had their families as guests Sunfamily of Fulton and Mr. and the Baptist Church.
Love Watts of Detroit spent a
Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. /Timid
sent.
will be assisted by Rev. L. W. day with
Mrs.
Hassel
last
his
Croft
week
few
days
with
Alton,
Ill.,
of
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Mr.
dinner
Gossum of Wat- Williamson of near Fulton we..
for
a nice
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of
Carlin of Paducah. Prof. Bill and Mrs. Covene Hastings and brother, Robert Watts and Mrs.
visited Mrs. S. M. Croft Sunday. er Valley spent Monday with guests of Mrs. Christine Pietc
Memphis visited Mr. and Mrs. C.
Mathews will conduct the song Carolyn of Detroit. All report a Watts.
John Kindred of Milan, Tenn. Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum.
Sunday evening.
E. Williams and family Friday
service throughout the week. nice visit in the Bowlin home.
spent the weekend with his son,
Mrs. Johnie Jones and son
Mrs. John Verhine and daugh- and Saturday of last week.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers has returnThe public is invited out to hear
Carlie Kindred and Mrs. Kindred. James Claude of Tulsa, Okla., ed from a few days vacation to
ters, Mrs. Leroy Beard and JaMr. and Mrs. Hassel Croft and
these ministers of the gospel.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John the Smokey Mountains.
net visited relatives in Sturgis, daughter of Alton, Ill.,
visited
Mr. and Mrs. Covene Hastings
WATER VALLEY - Ky.,
Yates Monday.
last week.
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Mrs. Thelma Puckett has re- drivers meeting in Troy MOD The Annual Homemakers Pic- family Friday and Saturday
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of
turned to her home in Lone Oak day night.
Mrs. Ida Howard of Akron, O., nic Supper will be held at the last week.
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has been the guest of Mrs. W. J. Community Center Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Croft and from Texas, Mr. and Mrs. George after visiting her dad, W. L.
Rowland and her sister, Allie
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Beadles, daughter of Alton, Ill.,
an,v
Arnett.
He that resolves upon
visited Jones of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Mrs. Rowland.
great and good end, has by that
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Yates of Harvey Pewitt Larry Beadles Mrs. S. M. Croft and Dinkie last Allene Lowry, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvery resolution, scaled the chief
St. Louis have been visiting Mr. and Jimmie Wallace spent Tues- week.
ry Yates and Jimmie Allen LowEverything tastes delicious to barrier to it.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Webb ry were supper guests
and Mrs. Ealerett Carr, Mr. and day with Mrs. Leslie Nugent on
of
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slenderizing.
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Mrs. Willard Wray and other Park Avenue.
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A&P's SWEET BUYS IN
SWEET, JUICY, RED RIPE
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Cantaloupes
Peaches
Limes
Lemons
Bananas
Potatoes
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ea. 25c
3 lbs. 29c
doz. 39c
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lb. 16c
10 lbs. 59c
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Cartoon and News

oRpHEu.m

Place Your Fall
\ Seed Order Now

69,
PORK 6t BEANS
25' FRUIT JARS
3
TOMATO JUICE
1r; SUGAR
10
APPLE BUTTER
15' SPANISH BAR CAKE
LB. 69' GOLD POUND CAKE
CHEESE "A"'A'
CHED-O-BIT
2
69' FLOUR
25
CORN OR PEAS
KARO SYRUP Blue La'
OLEOMARGARINE
19 ARGO STARCH
3
LB.
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
$1.19 WOODBURY'S SOAP
A&P's FRESH FRYING CHICKENS . .
1-Lb. Cans

Iona

46-0Z. CAN

IONA

MONTE HALE
SHIRLEY DAVIS
ill

'

PRINCE OF PLAINS
Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY

rio
INT

ROY ROGERS
in

ROBIN HOOD
OF PECOS

Be sure of getting your seed on time!
Be sure of getting th• varieties you want!
Be protected against shortages!

We Are Now Taking Orders For:
Alfalfa: *
Clovers *
Hairy Winter Vetch
Crimson Clover
Rye Grass
... and other

D•uble Feature
PHILLIP REED
VIRGINIA GRAY
in

COVER CROPS
If you are cooperating with your County Agricultural Conservation Program, or hove your own conservative program we will be glad to help you obtain top quality Southern States Cover Crop Seeds!

SEE US TODAYI

UNKNOWN ISLAND
plus
RU171 TERRY
GEORGE BYRON
STREET

JAMBOREE

Fall grasses/

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

Fulton

LB. BAG

SWISS

LB. LOAF

79,
gilt

nc

EA. 29'
EA. 45'
si 30

LB. BAG

SunnYfield Plain

GOOD QUALITY No. 2 can

1-Lb. ctn.

Sure Good

1 1 2 LB. BOT.

lot
I 71

3 LB. BOX

31'
15r

Laundry

White

BAG

BATH SIZE

•

SLICED BACON, All Good or Dawn
BEEF ROAST, Any Chuck Cut
BRISKET BEET
PORK ROAST, Rib end Loin

SWIFTS
PREIVI

KITCHEN
1CLENZER

2

cANs

LUNCFIEON
MEAT

ARMOURS

TAMALES
io1
/
2 oz. oLAss 2i(

•

•

1

lb. 53c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 47c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 17c

P SE!

1

R AiiiinRSYPrairA CE
No. 300 Can 19
(

•

Lb. 53c HA1YLS, Ready to Eat Shank Portion
Lb. 57c VEAL ROAST Sq Cut Shoulder
Lb. 27c VEAL BREAST
Lla. 49c OCEAN FISH H and G Whiting

•Kern Fee treated for higher guarantee.
tChemicol treated for protection against disease.

Added Corned,'
TUE. - WED. - THUR.

Seed Wheat t
Seed Oats t
Seed Rye
Seed Barley t
Pasture Mixtures

Fine Granulated

Qts. Doz. i

Good Quality 19-0Z JAR

Cheese Food

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Reg. Pts Doz.

12-0Z.

PARD DOG FOOD

2

BEECHNUT

BABY FOOD
Strained

14(

CAN It I
ARMOURS

SHORTEIVING

Choi Jars
a._

CRISCO

CORNED BEEF
12-0Z. TIN

16-0Z. CAN 27t

LB CAN 87t

48(

HEINZ SOUPS
Maid Varieties 11-oz can

1-LB. CAN 33e

Phone 399

,4

is(
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Political Announcements

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the following, subject to the action of
the Democratic Primary to he
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949

Fulton, Kentucky

Carr and Third Streets

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7

For State Representative
Harvey Pewitt

WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

For County Judge
Homer Roberts
Dee L. McNeill

RUPTURE
That old truss with harness of leather,
elastic, straps, belts.
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
greatest discovery for rupture — Lasts Indefinitely — Always
'Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
408 Lake Street
• Phones 70-428

THROW AWAY

CITY DRUG CO

-OCTANE - TAILORED
For best mileage, you want the best gas. GULF
gas is octane-tailored to your Summertime
driving in the Mid-South. Our gas, like our
service, is top-notch.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE
SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193

Mayfield Hi-Way

forci and sons, Wallace and James
; spent the Fourth of July with
' their daughter,
Mrs. Thelma
Gr;ssom and Mr. Grissom. The
Weatnerfords are from Springhill community in Hickman, Ky.
Mrs. Earl Boaz spent a while
Wednesday morning with Mrs.
Bessie Anderson and children.
Bill Weatherford of Baldwyn,
Miss., spent awhile Monday with
his sister, Mrs. Edgar Grissom.
He also visited relatives in Mayfield.

THE DERBY CAFE

PERSONALS

Junction West State Line and Union City 111-way

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

Hugh Fly, Owner

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jonakin
WE HAVE PLENTY OF
and children have returned to
their home in Memphis after a
PARKING SPACE
visit to their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hannephin
PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM
spent several days last week in
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS
Jackson,
Tenn.
Roger Pryor is the narrator of
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore
the hummer series of conceicir
given by the WLW-NBC Sym- and son Eddie attended the Gunphony Orchestra each Sunday at ter family reunion at the lake
Sunday.
8:30 p.m., EST, over WLW.
'Wayne Norman is the guest of
For Magistrate
his aunt, Mrs. H. F. McSimms
WEST
LINE
STATE
and Mr. McSimins in Charleston,
District No. 2
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
S. C.
Clyde uorum
Mrs. Charles Payne is visiting
,
H. R. Sublett, Sr.
Everyone enjoyed the
nice
rains of the past week. It was relatives in Nashville this week.
Mrs. D. C. Ligon is the guest
needed by the crops of this comP'or County Attorney
this week of brother, Nix Albritmunity.
James H. Amberg
A nice crowd was at both ten and family in Paducah.
Mrs. J. D. White is the guest
services of the State Line Mission
Saturday evening and Sunday of Mrs. Dave Gauntly in Corinth
For Jailer
afternoon. Rev. Baird was in Miss.
Harry Poynor
Little Sandra Noffer of Portcharge of
the
services
and
Frank Mooney
brought some mighty fine mes- agesville, Mo., is spending this
week with her grandparents, Mr.
seges.
Earl Tibbs
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom and Mrs. John Noffel on Walnut
Aaron Sanders
street.
were the guests of Rev. and Mrs.
Little Miss Barbara Ann Allen
Eral Baird of Cayce Thursday
has returned to her home in
For Tax Assessor
evening.
Mary Elizabeth Anderson, lit- Jackson, Tenn., after a visit with
Elmer Murchison
tle aughter of Mr. and Mrs. her uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs.
Harry L. White
Sam Anderson, has the measles. T. E. Hannephin.
Wallace Dumus has returned
Edna Hicks is on the sick list
For County Court Clerk and is under the treatment of a to his home in Corinth, Miss. after a visit to his grandmother,
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston doctor for the past week.
Robert Sisson has been on the Mrs. Verna DeMyer on Norman
I Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
sick list but is better at this street.
In summer, odorless dry cleaning is most imMrs. Leonora Green and dauHazel Bradley
writing.
ghter,
Harriet
Unionville,
Lee
portant.
of
Our careful, conscientious workmanGeorgia May Edington has
Herman L. Gaddie
gone to live with her sister, Mrs. Mo., are the guests of Dr. arid
ship,
plus
modern cleaning meth-ods assure you
Mrs. F. D. Phillips on Second
Bill Pannal in Harris„ Tenn.
that your wardrobe will be be clean and fresh
For Constable
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Mack- street.
—ready for instant wear. Call 14 today.
(First District)
ins and family of West State Line — —
.spent the weekend in Slayden,
Neal B. Looney
Tenn., with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Britt and on Sunday with Mr:
and Mrs. Tennie Hawks and Rev,
FULTON IRJOUTE 4
Clark and family of Clarksville,
Mrs. Joyce Crime, Cor.
REAL ESTATE and
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce of FulLittle Tommie and Jimmie PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
ton announce the marriage of Jackson of Clinton is spending
their daughter, Margaret Ann to a few days witn their mother, Office Over City National Bank
Phone 61
Earl Wayne Hutchison of Hick- Mrs. Bill Covingtcrn and
Mr.
man.
Covington.
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
The wedding took place on
Leroy Hicks of Harris spent
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
July 2 in Corinth, Miss. The sin- the weekend with Willis Howard
gle ring ceremony was used.
Hicks.
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
The bride chose for her wedMrs. Maggie Bell and her childing dress A lovely blue and dren were together for the
white summer frock.
Fourth of July and .most of the
The couple will make their week. On Saturday evening they
home with the bridegroom's par- had supper with a daughter and
ents near Hickman where he is family, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Winengaged in farming.
ston and son of Martin. Dinner
The community wishes Mr. and on Sunday was with Claudia Bell
Mrs. E. W. Hutchison a long and and family. In the afternoon they
happy 11
together.
drove out to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
A housekeeping shower was Covington's for supper. All regiven for Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie orted a nice time with lots of
Dunn Friday night_at the home ,;ood
food to eat.
of Toy Dunn. The neWtyweds reRev. and Mrs- C. E. Grable and
ceived many nice gifts.
children have returned home
Hoyt Griffin is in the hospital from a visit with relatives in
in Kansas City, Mo.
Akron, O.
Misses Mary and Bettie Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Clark of Palmerville are spend- attended church at the State Line
ing a few days with their sister, Mission Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Junior Cruce of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall DaughMary Ruth Cloys is spending ty of Mayfield spent Sunday
a week with her brother in Mem- with Mr. and Mrs. L,eon Moore
phis.
and attended church at the MisMr. and Mrs Jack Clark left sion.
Tuesday for their home in West
Mrs. Maggie Bell fell last
Virginia.
week and is suffering a badly
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce and sprained wrist but is better at
1Vir. and Mrs.'Junior Cruce spent this writing.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
Wayne Hutchison.
and sons, Robert and Charles
O. G. Clark and Raymond vis- Sisson, spent Sunday at the
ited Mr. Clark's daughter, Mrs. lake.
Junior Cruce, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. WeatherSunday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Cruce were Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Petty, Mr. and Mrs.
F. Polsgrove, Mrs. O. E. Myers
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wayne Hutchinson, Robert Glasco, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Adkins
For yourself,
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
for your family,
Russell Cruce and family of
for your friends
Reeves.
.
. a picture
POIVER
says more than
I have never been able to cona thousand
ceive how any rational
being
words!
could propose happiness to himself from the exercise of power
•ItZover others. —Thomas Jefferson
Make an ApB1G-RANGE COOKING HI
porcelain
.
Since nothing is settled until
point Today.
-white
LESS THAN 2 FEET SQUARE,
Snowy
it is settled right, no matter- how
sensational value!
to illumiunlimited
power a man
may
high enough
A
•
Huge 4800 cu. in. oven
stands
Timer
have, unless he exercise it fair"Flood-Lite" Lamp
Automatic Oven
holds a complee meal, or a
pans!
off
itself
tallest
ly and justly his actions
will
30-1b. turkey.
212 Commercial
Fulton
inside of temperature, then shuts
nate
return to plague him.
SparPhone 698
you're away!).
* 3 Full Size Super-Spee4 Surholds correct
—Frank A. Vanderlip
connects
(even when
done
Clock
face Units.
is
Electric
when food
handy,
-and-white
a
chrome
you
*
gives
Big 6-gt. capacity Deep Well
kling
aLso
wind!
Oven Tinier, you‘never have to
Cooker (5 speeds!).
with
up
Attention Farmers:
clock
America's finest spacereliable kitchen
* Fast Double-Duty Broiler.
value" on
"bonus
A $20.00
range!
Ton-Quality Construction
saving electric
F.` of Highest-Priced Ranges.
In Sanitary Trucks

For Sheriff
Leland Jewell
M,yatt 'Mike" Johnson
Roy Nethery
Red Garrison
Irby Hammond
J. T. Davie
G. J. "Gip" McDade

CURB SERVICE

KEEP YOUR
CLOTHES FLOWER FRESH

(HAS. W. BURROW

AP

ICED

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

WINES

WHISKEY
RUNI

GIN

LIQUERS

DRIVE-11 LED STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky. _

DRIVE-IN CAFE
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

1

ICE COLD BEER
By the bottle

PARISIAN

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Depot Street
Phone 9194

Memory Lives
In Pictures

Features
Deluxe
with
.
including "Flood-Lite"
lamp, Automatic Oven
Clock
Electtic
&
Timer
Cost!
Extra
Itfo
At
value

in95...a $19995

U...YOU SIIVES20

Gardner's Studio

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE

Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

1

OFFER LIM:TED

. HURRY!

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

2 Stores:— 324 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201

P

P

riday Juiy 15, 1949

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

r

CAFE

vner
Calm City Ht-way
PLENTY OF
NG SPACE
HE DERBY ROOM
IRVATIONS

Friday, July 16, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

Waterfield States

tainly is on paper and in prom- year, I suspect he will be after
ises. There has not been a State me to help him and because of
road built in Fulton and Hick- the connections I made in 120
(Continued from page elle)
man Counties since he has been counties in Kentucky in my race
the 8 for Governor in 1947, and
General Assembly, although I Representative, except
have never been subservient to miles of paved road that is now- through the years of experience
wet 2,000 •SEXAVEr Triplo-W
any administration, and have being built and that runs by his in politics and government, I
and /reclaim. Tooh STOP
been accused of being in opposi- home and farm. I claim the cred- will be able to get .more done for
AKS, prolong th• life of
tion, when I have stood for mea- it for that road, however. The you than my opponent. The Govang and heating Erten&
sures that you were for and Governor is paving that road to ernor has already settled the
'5EXAUUT FAT'D.
wanted, when Governors have get him to run against me, and score with him when he surfaced
EASY-T
been opposed to such measures. if I were not running, the Gov- the road by his house. That was
.ernor wouldn't be building it what he was after, that was what
AUCET WASHERS
While there is nothing in the now.
ordinary lona Hot. Their
My opponent told me that he got, thanks to me for runConstitution or the law that gives
DU FONT 141101DIMIlbeey
and it must be true.
ning again.
1101.0104. woof* 300*.
a member of the State LegislaMe o "IASTITItIr t
Those who oppose .me- would
Thus, it will be seen that I
or
ture
State
Senate
auany
meth osit of Mope..
thority to build roads, people are have the voters think that I can have had a road program, as well
get
nothing
done
in
Frankfort. as the Governor's candidate, and
sometimes easily presuaded to
J. E. CAMPBELL
vote for the administration's While I don't claim credit for ev- that my first and prime considPlumbing Shop
ery
road
that
has
been
built, I erafion was not just to get a road
candidate on the promise
of
908 Walnut
Phone 1037 roads, thereby permitting the do claim that if my opponent has by my house and farm, but comGovernor to control -the Legis- a road program, that I had one prehended the'general need for
lature and have hand-picked men too while I held the same office. roads in the two counties. I
to represent him instead of the I would like to remind you that wouldn't be at all surprised but
practically every "State road" in that I could deal with Governor
people.
Fulton and Hickman Counties Clements to build a hard surfaced
Those who are now holding
today was built during the per- road by my house and farm, if
jobs under the administration iod
I was in the Legislature, as I would agree to vote for any and
are going up and down many
every bill he ,might sponsor
There's So Mod roads in Fulton and Hickman follows:
hunt illissiogl Counties promising a paved road, . 1 • The Fulton-Metropolis road, without regard to whether you
wanted me to or, not, and reif the administration's c.ndidate highway 307, was built.
is elected. When I hear of al ' 2. The Cayce-Moscow-Clinton gardless of its effect upon the
people generally of the state. I
these promises, that cannot pos- highway, 127, was built.
3. The Clinton-Oakton road was know the people of these two
sibly be kept, I am constrained
counties would not want me to
to think that if, somehow, they built.
A 'honied warning,• whis.
! 4. The Arlington - Columbus make such a deal and I know
pered remark, • half-heard could just build half of all the road
they will not endorse any other
was built.
direction! Of course, you're paved roads they promise in an
not "dmf"—but isn't there • election,
5. The Spring Hill highway, No. candidate doing so. The people
that when'the great day
lot you're missing?
of these two counties will not be
You can do something conies for us all to go to the great 288 was built.
about your hearina loss right
6. The highway from Clinton deceived, neither will they be
Id b
oow—before total desfness
to Pryorsburg. No. 58, was paved mocked, for they believe that
creeps up on you. Many
thousands, realising that s paved road• for every man, wom i as well as the Columbus streets. whatever a man soweth that shall
h
Person seldom gets dmf all
t
as once. base turned 10 Bel8. The Middle Road in Fulton he also reap, if we sow to the
tote tor rebel sod bare been when we go to the New Jerusal County was built.
wind we shall reap the whirl'earful ere, since. For etTl.
Belton e Ins been helpful.
9. The road from Hickman to
My opponent says he has a
not only in mild cases
nrdOmises are easier than perol hearing loss, but is road program. If he has, it cer Tennessee line (Reelfoot Lake) wiP
roost
cases too.
was paved.
formance, and a dictator feels
"Trained consultants
10. The Hickman-Brownsville no compulsion to carry out promlt ttse Beltone to YOUR portipihr needs
tiether they're mild or severe.
Nal remen•
road was built.
STATE FAIR
,
ises for his philosophy is that
NO BUTToN NEED SHOW IN
rEfli
k!
11. The Hickman-Union City the people are his political chathighway was paved.
tels. To any who may be beguildGet the full him oo this
The only other "State roads" ed by promises just remember
common problem—leers
! we have in the two coupties are that all over Kentucky in every
what 011001C1.0 science is
doing for the hard of
U. S. highway 51, the highway county and district, any kind of
hearing. Let las send yoe
from Hickman to Fulton and 2 promise that will appeal is being
our free booklet full of
interesting has. It's •b•
AT LOCAL. STORES . or 3 miles on highway 45 between made. Any kind of road anybody
solutely free. All you hese
Fulton and Mayfield.
to do is fill out the coupon
may want is being promised but
•nd send it in. Do it noel
I Therefore every "State road" in when fulfilment comes, there
Buy Now —Save 1
6 Price
Fulton and Hickman Counties will be other demands and other
was built while I was represent- stipulations required. There is
•
ing you, with the exception of only so much money available
MONO-PAC
TAKE PART IN YOUR FAIR these three. There was none built and there will be more promises
ONE•UNIT MI ANING AID
before I ran in 1937 and none than there is money. But regardWrite for catalog and entry
have been built since I vacated less of fulfilment or non-fulfilMESH- TESTED BATTERIES
blanks for your exhibits in
the office to run for Governor in ment, there is a grave, a broad,
All Makes
one or more departments,
1947.
and a more fundamental issue.
Mall ua your battery orders
It is already a known fact that That issue is taxation with rep• llYESTOCK—All BREEDS
We pay postage
the Cayce-Moscow -Clinton road resentation. Whether the people
• COUNTY EXHIBITS
and the Fulton-Metropolis road are to have free and untramelDEPARTMENT
WOMEN'S
•
is set up to be paved next year. led represetiltation or whether
O. A. Roland
If they are built, the construction they shall send a man to repre• TO8ACCO—FIElD CROPS
Phone 4944
2031 Jefferson
will start preparatory to or dur- sent Governor Clements. He de• NORSE SHOW
Paducah, Ky.
ing the time Governor Clements mands you to send one to repis running for the U. S. Senate. resent him regardless of what
The construction of these roads, your interests may be. The GovFREE BOOK
crHIPON
or any road, that have been prom_ ernor will not dare, as no other
Beltone Hearing Service
ised has no bearing on this leg- Governor has, to treat you too
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
islative race.
I
badly, for undoubtedly he will
If the Governor is sincere a- be a candidate for U. S. Senator
Mem mod me valuable PREF
rtbo.o DEAFNESS AND HONiril'S
l
bout
building
all
the
roads
year and then he will be
next
that
OVERCOME IT
are now being promised in this even more solicitious than now.
election, why didn't he let the
I
I have no unkind feeling for
contracts for these roads in Ful- my opponent. We have been
idd
.
eerm
ton and Hickman Counties before friends and I want that friendthe election. Nothing was ever ship to continue. I regret the
Tows
31111110
heard about roads in this district gravity of the issue compells me
until the election got under way. to speak so much in candor and
I believe the people are getting frankness. But, it is a grave thing
pretty tired, but wise, of all the to barter away the inherent libroad prornising, surveying, sight- erties of the people, or for one
ing through instruments,
and with dictatorial designs to at,
stake driving. The people want tempt to bind and shackle them,
We have two of the Unrest and most modern
roads, not promises.
by depriving them of free. repClipper cleaners availahle
Because the contracts were not resentation in the General AsEXPERIENCED OPERATOR
let before the election, is suffic- sembly where laws affecting
ient proof to the people of Ful- their homes and firesides, are
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ton and Hickman Counties that made. I have therefore said that
the Governor is using promises my opponent is the nomial canas bait, in and effort to control didate in opposition. The real opthe election.,
position is Governor Clements, a
The people of Fulton and Hick- candidate to usurp your right to
W. P. Austin
C. R. Austin
O. W. Austin
man Counties have paid their free representation.
Day Phone: Cayce 17
Night Phone: Fufton, 1225-1-1
taxes just like the people of evI have been charged with being
ery other section of the state. an oppositionist. I deny that and
Located North of Highway 94 ten the G.M.O0. Tracks')
They bre conecting an extra
call on Gcrvernor Clements to
cents per gallon on gas from you point to one single instance
now, which brings the total gas where I have opposed any .adtax to 7 cents per gallon, and we ministration measure unless my
should receive our proportionate people were opposed to it.
share of road money and road
Whet) I was fighting for the
construction.
gasoline tax refund for harmers
While the Governor may be on gas, used in tractors and on
'trying to defeat me this year, the far.m; when I was fighting
when he runs for the Senate next for the people of Fulton and

WHY BE

IR
R FRESH

?aning is most imientious workmannethods assure you
be clean and fresh
!all 14 today.

ISIAN
Dry Cleaners
The NEWS!

FREE BOOK

FAIR

I
sz>.

m:=211c,

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING

AUSTIN & AUSTIN, CAYCE. KY.

Pat

CESAV1ER"
You
GE COOKING It:
N 2 FEET SQUARE!

4800 cu. in. oven
a complee meal, or a
. turkey.
Size Super-Speed SurUnits.

-gt. capacity Deep Well
er (S speeds!).

444ited...

A LARGE SHIPMENT OF
6-INCH & 8-1Nel

Phone 201

Skyrider and Peters Diamond Brand
SIZES
1 to 6

475 5•95

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
204 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.

from

from

YOUR GRAIN & PURINA YOUR GRAIN & PURINA
Your grain properly balanced
will maks more eggsand rriake
them economically. We use
Purina Concentrates and
followapprovied
Purina Formulas. See us today for Approved Purina
Custom Mixing
Berrie*.

Your grain vrill maks more
pork when properly balanced.
Wo use Purina
Concentrates
according to
approved Purina Formulas.
Se• us today
for

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620
Custom Seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing

11 It II 11 111
11

11 11 111 11 111 11
111 111 11
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Local Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
Kentucky Legislative Board of B. R. T.
Fulton Ladies Auxiliary No.883 of B. R. T.
Endorse

Harry Lee Waterfield
for

State Representative
It is a pleasure to extend to Harry Lee Waterfield the en:dorsement of the Kentucky State Legislative Board of the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the endorsement of Phoenix Lodge, 216, Fulton Branch, of the B.R.T arid the endorsement of the Ladies
No:883; Funtiii, of BIZ.T., in
the race for the nomination for State Representative of the 1st
District (Fulton and Hickman Counties) in the coming primary election to be held on August 6th, 1949.
"VVe have reviewed the record closely and find that Mr. Waterfield, having served in the 1938, 1940, 1942' sessions of the
General Assembly, and as Speaker of the How of Representatives in the 1944 and 1946 sessions, is one of the few Representatives who has served such a long term as a membex of the House,
and also as Speaker of the House, who has a 100 per cent
record for labor and the common people.

Respectfully submitted,

•
PHOENIX LODGE, No. 216, B.R.T.
This is strong, porous tile suitable for all
drainage use„ and septic tanks

L. M. Roberson, Vice-chairman

BEST QUALITY QUICK SERVICE
ALL SIZES ON HAND

•

TRIC

BOYS SHOES-SLIPPERS

It is our firm opinion and belief that Mr. Waterfield'
s record in behalf of labor and the common people merits this
endorsement, and we earnestly requst that each and every member of our Brotherhood organizations, their families
and
friends give Mr. Waterfield their fullest cooperation,
support
and vote and join with the people in nominating him in
the
coming primary election to be held on August 6th, 1949.

Draht Tile

Double-Dsity Broiler.
uality Construction
ighest-Priced Ranges.

representing the people of Ful- bly pay homage
to you and lay
ton and Hickman Counties in the
the laurel leaves at your feet. I
Legislature.
have never let you down nor
Twelve years ago, a callow shall I ever do that.
youth, I came to you and asked
Liberty is a great thing in the
you to entrust me with the honor and privilege of representing affairs of men and nations toyou in the General Assembly. I day. I paraphrase the scripture
told of my purpose and acquaint- for your thoughtful consideration.
ed you with my philisophy of "What shall it profit a people if
they gain material advantages of Government. You honored
me government,
for a time, if in the
and have done it again and aprocess they Tose their liberty,
gain. I am grateful.
or what will a people give in exIf I have achieved same meas- change for liberty?"
ure of distinction in the General
Respectfully,
Assembly of Kentucky, I humHARRY LEE WATERFIELD

SEPT. 11-17

PL

AAracsamae

250 4Di/4Na'
TilCilt7 VIE •

Page 7

Hickman Counties and Kentucky
to defeat the "Moss Bill" which
would have hampered and destroyed Rural EIectrification in
the state; when I was fighting the
"gag rule" in the legislature
which prevented a representative sent there by the people
from being heard and having a
fair and just chance of presenting
his proposition or legislation;
when I was fighting to increase
the rural highway fund to counties from $2,000,000 to $5,000,000. I was not fighting against
the administration. I was fighting
for your rights and mine and
for better government in Kentucky. But, if that kind of fighting makes me an oppositionist;
if to represent the wishes and
interests of my people makes of
me an oppositionist, then I am
ready to wear that label and answer to you rather than to a
politically vendictive Governor.
It is time for the people of
Ihis section to send Representatives to Frankfort that can stand
on their own feet and fight for
the type of Government you want
and are entitled to. If we are ever to get our just share of the
benefits of Government in lower Western Kentucky we will
have to fight for it.
I have fought a good fight
and have kept the faith with
you, to whom only have I felt
responsible and to whom I have
given every scintilla of my allegiance and devotion. I ask you
to continue to uphold my hands
and to continue to assert your
freedom as Kentuckians and
Americans. I am proud of this
citizenry and to have represented
the people of Fulton and Hickman Counties. I tried very hard
in 1947 to win the Governor's
race for the people of my district and Kentucky. I was not
discouraged, I shall not quit. I
do not believe in quitting because
of temporary set-back or bad
luck.
While those who oppose me
say the Governor has promised
to send $10,000 in cash and more
if net.-essL ry, n•-• all th2 assktance available from State employees in an effort to defeat me,
you may be sure of one thing—
that the people of these two
counties were recognized in
Frankfort as mature men and
women, unterrified, undefiled
and unpurchaseable, while I was

ICENTUCKY STATE LEGISLATIVE BOARD
BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINIvfEN
N. J. Gallagher, State ftPpresentative

FUTON HWDE. AND FURN. CO,
208 LAKE STREET

F1JLTON LADIES AUXILIARY No. 883, B.R.T.
Mrs. 1.. M. Roberson, Legislative Representative

PHONE 1

il!Toll!illilNIT:',77,111111111114111111PRI;TIL:!Y."
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HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

STARTS TODAY--FRANKLIN'S MID--SUMMER

Originated hi 1927

"T'• SECTION
Carrye Lee Etheridge

I

of Hickman spent Sunday nigh
with Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Perry
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates,
Martha and Ruell spent part of
their vacation in Alton„
vis
iting Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Johnson
and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hayes.
They spent the Fourth of July
in St. Louis, Mo.

Guests in the home of Mrs. A.
B. Austin last week were her
another, Mrs. Eddie Webb and
her neice, Miss Martha Louise
Webb.
Alceon Bazzle's mother, Mrs.
Joe Bazzle returned this week
Dorn a Nashville hospital, where
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Perry and
she recently underwent an operafamily and Sue Williams spent
tion. She is doing nicely.
We are very glad to see Ruth Tuesday until Friday at the
Crowell back to work after a Smokey Mountains.
Mary Nell Page and daughter
'months absence due to the illspent the weekend in Paducah
ness of her little daughter.
Bessie, Juanita and Loretta visiting Miss Or-a Newton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Fuller,
Gilbert and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wright spent 'Tuesday with Jean and LaDatha spent Sunday
with
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Huss.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Elsey and
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Simons
children in Bardwell.
Charles Sills Mrs. Henry Sills, spent Friday with the latter's
Meredith and baby visited Char- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Barney
lie Chilcutt and Mildred in Halls, Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Huddle
Tenn., Sunday and Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Inman and spent the weekend with the formdiildren visited Mozelle Hobbs er's father, J. E. Huddle in
and family in Fancy Farm, Mon- Farmington, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates,
day.
J. A. Carter of Paducah spent Martha and Ruell visited Mr.
three days last week with Mr. and Mrs: Morris Ferrell in Mcand Mrs. James Inman and fami- Cuen, Tenn., Friday and Mrs.
Earl Leroy in Erin, Tenn.
brMr. and Mrs. Ellis Huddle visAlberta Watson and Hoyt Bond
ited
the latter's parents, Mr. and
had supper Wednesday night
Mrs.
Ben Holland in Water Valley
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert
Sunday
afternoon.
and family.
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. King and
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams en- Roy Greer on the birth of a son,
joyed fishing last Tuesday at Galon Brent, born at the Dickson
Hospital July 1.
Forked Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Haman
We are very glad to hear Birdie Canis is feeling much better. had as their weekend guests,
Glenda Spraggs spent last Mrs. Haman's sister, Miss Jimmy
week in St. Louis visiting her Lois Carrol of Henderson, Tenn.
Doris Ann Arnold spent Sat-1
sister, .Hilda Ruth Spraggs.
Air. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert urday in Brookport, Ill.
.and children Loretta and JimBetty Johnson spent her vacamie Lee spent Sunday at Reeltion week with her sister, Mrs.
-foot Lake.
Phillip Briggs and Dr. Briggs of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams•attended church at Sand Beach Louisville, Ky.
Sunday and had dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Jr.,
Sir. and Mrs. E. M. Coffman.
and Russ and James Campbellj
and
Mrs.
AlexanMr.
Duncan
had dinner Sunday at Reelfoot
der spent Thursday in Memphis Lake.
shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Huddle visGarnette Brockwell spent last
week with her grandparents, ited friends in Dickson, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Brockwell in Wednesday of last week. They
also visited the Siegel plant
Drum:a City.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland there.
Mrs. Edith Nall, Helen Nall
and Mrs. 011ie Henley spent
and Aubrey Taylor had supper
Saturday in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert Wednesday night with Mr. and
and children Juanita and Loret- Mrs. Terrell Hamilton in Mayta. Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gilbert, field, Ky.
Mrs. Paul Henderson, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress
Mrs. Sarn Hutchens and Louise, and Patricia spent Friday with
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Powers, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins.
Doris Lacewell and children and
Jerry Neal was absent from
Robert Black enjoyed a
fish work Tuesday afternoon with an
Try at Reelfoot Lake last Thurs- infected foot
alloY.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates visMr. and Mrs. Wade Hampton ited Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Butler
tr-ox visited with Mr. and Mrs. and Susie Mae Butler Monday
Wade Cox Sunday.
night
Jeaxa Williams and Dorothy
Duncan, I would like to see
Car spent Thursday in Jackson the proof of that fish story. That
,atind Sahirday in Nashville shop- was some fish.
Ph*
4d16. Jessie Callison and chilThe Local 560's new officers
area and Miss Mable Adams for the coming year are as folopen* the 4th of July with Dor- lows Melvin Harrison, president;
othy CCM.
Darrel
Wray, vice-president;
Mrs. Parker McClure and Don- Mary Elizabeth French,
Secrea. visited Mrs. McClure's moth- tery-Treasurer; Irene
Jackson,
er, Mrs. George Polsgrove and recording president; Walter
Bell,
bee sister. Mrs. Clayton Kyle in Paul Cathey and Cornell
Sisson,
ihrrinpray community Last week. Trustees; and
Otis LeCornu, Sarfax. and Mrs. Clarence Pinegar, geant at Arms.
flavcid Gene Bynum and Mr, and
Mr.-and Mrs. Lon Nall of SikeMaiklArrattii,Mrs. Bad Few,
tie Oh of July celebration held ers of St. Louis
spent Sunday
Martin.
at
with Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Greer.
'With Day and Laverne WhiteMr. and Mrs. Albert Jones and
Dead spent Friday in Mayfield Haatild James,
and Mr. and Mrs.
ololrfing.
Mon Pitman enjoyed a picnic at
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pine- Kentucky Lake Monday.
gar, Mrs. J. T. Harwood and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Greer and
Jerry, Mrs. Herschel Mittheny Mr& J. A. Flatt returned home
and Harold Gene Bynum spent Saturday night after a weeks vis'Thursday in Memphis.
it in Detroit
Maggie and Mable Laird spent
Mrs. Virgie Bondurant spent
Fridey in Mayfield.
Thursday with her sister, Mrs.
Runelta Hopkins and Glenn Edomson of Columbus.
RiArlett enjoyed fishing at KenShirley Jones arrived home
tatity Lake one day last week. Sunday afternoon from Evansincidentally Dinky fishes the ville, Ind.
bard way, she hits the fish with
Mrs. Dorothy Martin gave a
the hshing pole then hauls them birthday dinner in honor of her
vrith the dip net.
husband, Archie. Those present
(Note to Mr. J. C. Putman were Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Martin,
High Point, N. C.)
Mr& Susie Lovett, Sue. Pawl of
Our Bessie is forty and also fair, Oakton, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Rut to say she is fat, we
Richardson and son, Mr. and Mrs.
wouldn't dare,
Ike Martin and family, Mr. and
lk you could see the way she
Mrs. Howard Martin and family,
skips about,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Nall, Mrs.
You'd know old age will never
J. E. James and family, Mrs.
,
find her out
Davie McGee and children, L,eon/10
ard Martin, Elmo McGee, Edwin
MARY NELL PAGE
Lee of Milburn and Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Martin and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Jr.,
We welcome Virginia (Cooley)
and Russ spent their vacation in Murphy
back after a two weeks
Detroit, Mich., visiting Mr. and
vacation. Virginia was married
and Mrs. C. D. Green, lair. and
to Edward Murphy June 25. ConMrs. Paul Smith and Mr. and
gratuiatic,ns Virginia and EdMrs. L. C. Bettie/ and family.
ward,
-They stopped in Louisville and
spent Saturday night and
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
day with Dr. and Mrs.
Biggs.
"Life" is the subject of the
Helen Nall and Aubrey Taylor Lesson-Sermon which will be
sfpient Friday in Memphis.
read in all Christian Science
Mr. and Mrs. Otis LeCornu churches throughout the world
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. on Sunday, July 17.
A L. Cathey.
The Golden Text: "This is life
ler. and Mrs Paul Cathey spent eternal, that they might know
the Fourth of July in Mayfield. thee the only true God, and JosMrs. Guy Williams and Jerry us Christ, whom thou hast sent."

effiae Sioch

Men's Suits
q4.e.av
MOHARA - Finely Tailored All-Wool
Tropical Worsted
Were $43.50

Now $34.75

AERZONE - Air-Cooled All Wool
Tropical Worsted
Were $47.50

MERITONE- 100% Spun Rayon
Were $32.50
Now $24.75

GULFTONE - Light-Weight All Wool
Tropical Worsted
Were $37.50
Now $24.75

Now $34.75

DRESS SHIRTS
Fancies- Solids- Whites
Nationally-known shirts in Broadcloths, Madras and Oxfords.
FANCLES- Were $3.65 and $3.95
Now $2.65
WHITES-Were $3.65, $3.95, $4.50
Now $2.85

STRAW HATS

SPORT SHIRTS

Stetson, Lee and Disney soft straws
Were

NOW

$5.00

$3.35

6.00

3.95

7.50

4.95

10.00

6.65

Solids and patterns in both long
sleeve and short sleeve.
Were
$3.50 and $3.95

NOW
$2.45

$4.50 and $4.95
$5.95

$2.95
$3.95

SPUN RAYON PANTS

T-SHIRTS

PAJAMAS

Pleated or plain styles

Stripes- Solids - Fancies

Fine broadcloth, Madras and lightweight materials. Stock up now for
the future

NOW
$3.95

W-ere

NOW

$1.95

$1.35

5.95

2.50

1.65

Were

NOW

8.50

6.95

2.95

1.95

$4.00 and $4.95

$2.85

9.50 and 10.00

7.95

3.50

2.35

5.50 and 6.00

3.95

Were
$6.5(7
7.5:
0

BELTS
Hickok and Tex-Tan
SWIM TRUNKS, SPORT SHORTS
Gabardines, lastex and tackle twills
Were
$1.95
2.50
2.95

Cash Only
/50 Returns
No Refunds

NOW
95c
1.25
1.45

PALM BEACH TIES
Were
$1.50 and $2

NOW
75c

Were
$1. and $1.50

SOCKS
English rib, rayon and mercerized
cotton
NOW
Were
35c, 3 for $1
55c, 65c 75c

RAPIIKLIIrS
302 main ST. CULTOM, KY.

NOW
75c

One group of regular weight
Worsted and Woolen Suits
Drasticly Reduced

Cash Only
No Returns
No Refunds
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Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor
Mesdames Tennie House and
Evaline Yates visited Aunt Sallie Starks and
Mrs.
Allene
Starks Tuesday.
408 Edclings Street
Fulton, Ky,
Mrs. J. P. Owen and girls attended a brush party Wednesday
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
afternoon given at the home of
Mrs. Lela Bushart of Pilot Oak.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor and Joyce
called on Mrs. Pearl Cooley of
Fulton Tuesday.
Mrs. Blanch Gooch who is visContract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
iting Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ins.
was the guest of Mrs. Wilma Williams Tuesday night.
Mrs. J. P. Owen was hostess to
a brush party Friday evening.
Fifteen ladies and several children attended. All reported a
nice time.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones of
Tulsa, Okla., are visiting rela-.
STANDARD OIL products
tives and friends ,in this vicinity.
Packaging produce for t h
ATLAS tires
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and frozen food locker is discussed by
Greaaing — Washing
Mrs. Blanch Gooch were guests Betty Brady and Mame Neal co
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French WLW's "Everybody's Farm" pro
gram at 12:40 pan., EST.
and Jerry Thursday.
Let us clean your radiator witb
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
our NEW, a,mazing process.
Mrs. Beckham Vaughn were Mr.
LATHAM
and Mrs. Grissom, Mr. and Mrs.
Shortie Vaughn and son.
AND BIBLE UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Paul House and
Mrs. W. C. Morrison, Cor.
Dukedom highway
Phone 68
It.
family of Franklin, Tenn., visitMr. and Mrs. Hilman Ivie and
ed his uncle and aunt, Mr. and the children of Mrs. Bennie Ivie
-,' Mrs. T. C. House over the week- of Dtroit, Mich., are visiting relend.
atives in Latham this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates had
Mrs. Stella Nanney is very
Notice to Members of
for Sunday dinner guests, Mk'. low in the Haws Hospital sufferand Mrs. John Yates, Mr. and ing from internal hemorrhages.
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, and Jimmy, Her children are here from DeMr. and Mrs. Willie Yates and troit and Knoxville.
family, Miss Bobby Joe LongDale Cummings is improving.
Fulton, Kentucky
mire of Mayfield and Mr. and
He is now able to be taking
Mrs. G. A. Jones of Tulsa, Okla.
training with his horses in
J. B. Foy called on his uncle Brownsville, Tenn.
and cousin, Sam Foy and Miss
DURING JULY, AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
Horace James of Chicago Ill.,
Vera Foy Sunday afternoon.
visited his family last weekend.
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen visMrs. Myrtle Bell Davis of Misited Mrs. Ethel Roberts Sunday,
THE SECOND and FOURTH
souri visited Mr. and Mrs. B.
Mrs. Roberts is in the Mayfield
Blackard and other relatives ovMONDAY NIGHTS ONLY, 7:30 P. M.
Hospital after having an aper last weekend.
pendectomy
last
week.
MOOSE HALL
LAKE STREET
Mr. and Mrs. Art Harvey of
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House, Mr. Steele, Mo., visited Mrs. Ben
and Mrs. Paul House and Rani- Pounds and other relatives of
b ly and Mrs. Blanch Gooch at- this section last week.
tended church in Water Valley
If You Would
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brundige
Sunday night.
Like an estimate
of Cleveland, O., who has been
Just call 905.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Brodkark of visiting his mother, Mrs. Suzan
For Striking Floors
Pontiac, Mich., visited Mr. and Drundige, left last Wednesday for
Because Linotile is set a block
Mrs. Harry Yates last week.
their home.
at a time, almost any design
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Stanfield
On next Sunday night there
is possible. Linotile's rich
have returned to the home of will be singing at the Cavalry
harmonious colors, swirl grain
their daughter, Mrs. J. P. Owen Baptist church in Latham. Jerald
marbelizing, resistance to inafter visiting Mrs. James Lynch Stow is the promoter and he andentation
make
effective
and husband in Clinton.
nounces that the Melo*aires
floors.
I J. J. McNatt is doing very poor- Quartet will be present. Let's
come out and help start singing
' ly at this time.
1
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates vis- up again at Latham.
Next Sunday Brother Garvin
I ited in the home of T. C. House
Brundige will deliver the mesMonday night.
sage at Bible Union Church of
Christ at 11 o'clock.
On the fifth Sunday in July
Brother James Miller from Kentucky will begin a meeting at
212 CHURCH ST.
Bible 'Union Church of Christ.
Brother Rodney Miller of DukePHONE 1165
dom will be in charge of the
singing.
about
Several have asked
school. It will begin the last
Monday in August. Mrs. Tdigbe princinone Morrison will
plt. No primary teacher has
been elected as yet.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME!

if
,

PHONE 88

Friendly Service

children returned Tuesday horn
a weeks visit to his sister, Mrs
Tom Cartwright and other relatives in Bristol, Va.
K. P. Mott has returned to his
home in Gastonia, N. C., after a
visit to his sister, Mrs. Charles
Andrews and other relatives in
Fulton.
Miss Janet Powers of Covington, Ky., is the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Powers
on Eddings street.
Miss Margaret Brady has returned from a visit to Miss Martha Moody in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mca.de
and children spent Sunday at t',e
lake.

In West Kentucky

442 Lake Sticet

Phone 237

HELP WANTED
MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

SHINE MISTER!
Get One of Those Robert

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO., INC

Brown Shines, and Shine.

Fourth Street

Main St. Barber Shop

Fulton. Ky.

C

COLEMAN SERV STA

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265

Condensed Statement of Condition

FULTON BANK
Fulton, Kentucky
At Close of Business,30 June, 1919
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks
United States Government Securities ____
Municipal Bonds
Loans and Discounts
Bank Premises
Furniture and Fixtures
TOTAL RESOURCES

$151,567.87
__ 579,819.79
28,153.72
436,539.75
12,900.00
6,540.64

ARMSTROM TILE

;HIRTS
s in

both long

eve.
NOW

MCDADE FURNITURE CO.

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
DEPOSITS
Officer's Checks
TOTAL LIABILITIES

$ 50,000.00
10,000.00
23,735.46
1,106,118.96
25,667.35
$1,215,521.77

The Officers, and Directors of this Institution wish to extend to each of you, our
customers, our deepest personal thanks for making this June 30th statement a
possibility. Without your patronage this statement could never have been a reality.
We shall strive constantly to render to you the maximum in Banking services, in
return for your patronage and good will.
"
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
86,000.00 maximum insurance for each depositor.

"Make This Bank YOUR Bank"

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

$2.45

PERSONALS

PIT BAR-B-Q

$2.95
$3.95

Large
Parking Lot

dAS

adras and lighttock up now for

Spbcial Cakes For
Special Events

Curb
Service

UNDERWOOD'S, your bonne
town, dependable bakery, is
ready at short notice to provide that special cake for that
special occasion. Put In your
order no .v for a wedding,
birthday or party cake . . . .
and we'll do the rest,

DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS
CHOCOLATE MILK SHAKES
All Sandwiches Toasted

UNDERWOOD

RAY HUNTER,
OWNER

OPEN TILL
11:00 P. M.

NOW

BAICERY
201 Commercial
Phone 126

$2.85

Fulton

3.95

ComPor

."..H TIES

'After cooling off your ccmino cam-,

NOW

pcmion,enioy a cool drink made with]

93 proof Bond & Lillard. This compcmionable Kentucky whiskey has been
—
a favorite for 80 years.

75c

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamilton
and son, Joe have returned to
/heir home in Memphis after a
visit to her mother, Mrs. E. G.
Maddox on Cedar street.
Mrs. William Cate and sons of
St. Louis, are the guests of her
father N. G. Cooke and her aunt,
Miss Inez Binford on Thiri
street.
Mrs. E. A. Bush and children
are visiting relatives in Cadiz,
Ky.
Clement West has returned to
his home in Dallas, Tex., after
attending the funeral of his brother, La Clede West.
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mrs.
Horton Baird and Mrs. W. L. Holland have returned from a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. Mason Davidson
in Chattanooga.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra, Mrs.
Mose Homra, Willie Homra and
Foad Homra have returned from
Heneretta, Okla., where they attended the funeral of their uncl.,
F. Homra.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Johnsen
and son, Joe, left Monday for a
vacation trip to points of inkiest in Colorado.
Mrs. Elizabeth Holman has
returned from a weeks visit with
her son Ned Holman and family
in Bloomington, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Keiser and

compare quality,

compare value!

, INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
1.s the refrigerator
you'll buy!
hi., sftandard modal sin
More features, more value... than in any
refrigerator comparable in capacity and
price! Big,36-pound freezer storage

'111IITORKLY FnIt MIME ins-

DO YOU NEED
MOTOR REBUILDING?

famous International Harvester

teduced

GENERAL REPAIRS?

quality.See it today...with other

BA1TERY SERVICE?

great International Harvester

MOTOR TUNE-UP'.'

13.3

lowest-priced
8-atbic-foot "quality"

refrigerator on the market!

square feet of shelf arest...Tight-Wad unit

rular weight
3olen Suits

for law cost,extra-quiet operation ... world
$22475
Other models

'2597
'to'299"
I ow down payment •

Refrigerators and Freezers.

—Let—

:ash Only

b Returns
o Refunds

$1,215,521.77

•
114"

.0AP
NATIONAL DISTILLERS

KENTUCKY WHISKEY'
— A BLEND
PRODUCTS CORP.. rtrw YORK • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRIT3

24 months to pay

WILSON'S GARAGE
do it for you.
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 332-J

osidual

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
314 It til.NUT ST.

FULTON

PHONE 16

F]
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SEVENTEEN BE%
UK SUMMER STUDY

NEIV
ARRIVALS

Sevonteen persons from Fulton
County are among the 3,802 students attending the University of
Kentucky this summer. Numerous short courses scheduled to
begin throughout July and August are expected to boost the over-all suinmer enrollment to
considerably more than 4,000
btudents.
Students all ready are enrolled
from all of Kentucky's 120 counties, 37 other states, the District
of Columbia, one U. S. possession
and 10 foreign countries.

DEPARTMENT

Friday duly 15, 1949

PERIGO INJURED
Louie Perigo, Fulton Railroadoutfielcier received a scap
woand which required 12 stitcha scalp
LT outfielder received
fuse box on a telephone pole at
Union
Wednesday night.

Mr. and Mrs. Presley Campbell
announce the birth of a 8 pound
five ounce son, William Michael
born July 7 at Haws HoSpital.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McKnigh
are the parents of an 8 pound,
8 ounce girl, Rebecca Jane, born
July 8 at the Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Poe of
Hickman announce the birth of
a 7 pound son, born July 11 at
the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Clark announce the birth of a seven
pound, ten ounce son, David Lee,
born July 7 at Haws Hospital.
Mrs. Clark is the former Marian
Yates, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tubb Yates, East State Line.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Counce
announce the birth of a seven
pound ten ounce son born July
6 at Haws Hospital.

Those from Fulton County now
attending classes on the Lexington campus are: William Byrd,
James Carter, Jerry Cavender,
Betty Davis, Jerry Jones, Harold
Mullins, William Mullins, Harvey Pewitt, Jack Snow, Joseph
Stephens, Glenn Weatherspoon
and James Green, all of Fulton;
David Holland, Elsie Hurt, William Nipp and John Harrison,
Hiclunan; and Eugene Waggon- BELL, CLONTS WIN
er. Crutchfield.
Robert Bell and Ray Clonts
won the two ball golf tournaMississippi Plantation Life:
rnent held at the Fulton Country
Club last Sunday afternoon with
The Writings Of
a 39. Buck Bushart and Don
Mattie Dear
Sensing Were second with a 41
and Judge Richards and Joe Hall
were fourth with a 42.
Last week I worked so hard
Sunday afternoon a 20-man
'until I wasn't hardly able to go
to church and said to Babe: team from the Dyersburg Coun"Well if it don't be raining I try Club comes to Fulton for an
will go to the field. So--I began inter-club match with the local
dressing and I said if my pastor golfers. A previous match at
don't come for me, I'll go to Dyersburg was rained out.
Travels Rest so he come and
taken Babe and I to his new
ehurch where he newly elected.
I enjoyed .myself at the True BULLDOZER: Ponds, ditches.
Vine M. B. C. pastored by the
terraces, grubbing, roads and
Rev. C. R. Raymond of Shelby.
grading, all types . . . CompPrayer Service conducted by the
etent operator.—
officers.
PARIS CAMPBELL, Fulton,
Public collection raised by
Ky. Phone 898.
Bro. Joseph and Bro. Wade, the
Rev. Powels
surn of 814.80.
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
preached the installation serPaint and Glass Co.,
210
a:ion.
Church.
After service they had plenty
of things to eat I wants all the WANTED: Adult with car who
is willing to work Sunday
other days I li'Ve to be like the
mornings only, on profitable
3n1 of July.
proposition. Write to Joseph
I seen an old friend of mine,
Ellis,
The
Courier-Journal
in person of Luella Woods, betCompany, Louisville, Ky.
ter known as Shine Robinson.
She's a sweet woman. Her hus- HELP WANTED: Young man, at
bassd know more about that
least high school graduate, to
than I. I also chance to see Mrs.
learn retail sales and general
Bessie Herrin.
utility work in drug store.
I want; to go back to Mattson , Good hours and working
conagain to the True Vine. Some
ditions. Full-time, permanent
good people there. On the 30th
job. Apply MR. SMITH, OWL
of June the funeral of Sister
DRUG STORE, Fulton.
Willie Jackson wes attend at
the Locus Grove M. B. C. by the FOR SALE: The Yewell Harrison
Rev. W. H. Lang of Clarksdale.
home in Highlands. This is
I has a fine crop. Jutl neejs
something nice. Modem in evclQ•aning. So i?re is a poem.
e
v
Seven
orns, two tile
l'r; think kind is goo,
1
hardwr
floors, full
But to aa kind is bettir
ment,
and blower,
But to speak kind is the
da:. an 1 night c' ntrol, plenty
best of all.
of closets and built ins on large
lot 65x250 with nice shrubbery
Mrs. Lynn Steinke of Memphis
shade trees, orchard stone,
the guest of her parents, Dr.
barbeque pit in pretty backand Mrs. L. V. Brady on College
yard. Shown by appointment
street.
only.—H. L. HARDY.

BECAUSE IT'S

I

Chopped Ham

ARMOUR

CLASSIFIED ADS

ran 51c

12-07

Armour

TREET

can 41c

Vienna Sausage

ARMOUR 2 No - can 39c
Van Cations

PORK & BEANS 2 No 2 35c
Pork and Beans

KROGER

2 16-oz can 23c

2 8-0z. Pkg. 29(
KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES
mqlogg.,
PEP
15'
sKRISPIES 2 Pkg. 29'
Pure Cane Granulated
25-Lb. Bag
SUGAR
$2.19
KROGER FI,OUR 50-Lb. Bag $3.49 25-Lb. Bag $139
SYRUP Farm Made Pure Cane Louisiana
8-0Z. PKG.

Choose from Kroger's wide assortment of easy-fix foods
for cool "quickie'' meals. Beat the heat, and beat the
cost of living too, with Kroger's famous everyday low
prices on all your favoriie advertised brands.

GREEN GIANT PEAS N"'" 11'
Packed at the fleeting moment of perfect flavor

MARGARINE

2

1-Lb. Ctn.

37'

Lac. Pkg.

29'

MI
Re
Sp
Co
au]
Po
ani
36'
mc

Kroger Eatmore

HI-HO CRACKERS
Sunshine

LAYER CAKE

EA. 49'

T%%0 Tone
1-1.1). Bag

41'

46-0z. Can

43'

No. 2l/j Can

47'

No. 303

21'

COFFEE

Alt-OltAbi

Kroger Hot-Dated Spotlight

7
2Setadri&

PINEAPPLE JUICE
Del Monte

IllginglillEilili!!1!1:111P11101111111i1111!11111111111111111911!Illiill111111111111111151illnilli!Eiii:iiIiilli:Ii!ilill MI111191111111111111i11111111111111111111111111

ABROS.

PEACHES

Smoked HamsrAirFK lb 57c
1/

aile

.10fAideci to Wail

Happy's Liquor Store

Avondale Sliced or Halves

12 to16-1b. Average—BUTT HALF LB. 59c

SUGAR PEAS

RIB ROAST
u. S. GRADED GOOD OR CHOICE

2

Lb. 62c

Standard

2 Lb. 25c

GREEN BEANS 2
(Lit
KROGER COOKIES

SLICED BACON
WICKLOW BRAND

SALT MEAT

West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern

2

33'
Pkg.

15

Vanilla or Chocolate Ta.vne Taverns

JOWL

FRYERS

,2-Lb.
1
Pkg.

ICED TEA

Lb. 59c

FARM FRESH DRESSED TRAY PACKED

1.101
Resi
Sp&
er—
letsCon'

plia,

insu
Com

49'

Kroger Special Blend

FINE WINES

No.

WHITE CORN

2 Can

23'

Cream Style

LIQUORS

PUFFED WHEAT 2

CORDIALS

PUFFED RICE

15'

Buy 2 pkgs. Quaker Puffed Wheat or Rice. Mail the 2 money back guarantees from
pkgs. with name and address, Kroger Store address, and price paid to: Quaker
Oats Co., Dept. EE, Chicago,
Get full price and 3c postage back.
Ballard's
Juice
Bot.

IMPORTS
SCOTCHES
Happy Hogan

2g

Wr4 Ward

HOT ROLL MIX

Watermelons
Cantaloupes

Each

;uaranteed Red Ripe and Sweet
Losated on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store

21'

31' REA LEMON

Extra Large
Size
Each

79c
19c

70P Qu'alitY Guaranteed Vine-RiPe Sweet
Fulton, Kentucky

Lb. Bulk
Bag
b417103ag 10 Kraft
POTATOES11
J. S. No. 1 Washed California White

4T

Fruit Jars
Kerr

doz. pts. 65c
doz. qts. 77c

Jar Caps

doz. 25c

KERR MASON

Parawax

pkg. 19c

FOR SEALING

2IVORY SOAP
29(
LGE, BAB

LIFEBUOY SOAP

2

REG. BAR

17(

MOD
Heati
ing
Top
Starts
Outlet
tion—
plex o
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YOU'LL FALL IN LOVE

1„,

with
(se*
da,,i11110

'

010.----11..,
.
iii,,,,ita:.

Workmanship, Features, Performance
Buy A
Range, Get Them All!

.„

i

<44G*14P
Asib.=:910"

MODEL EE-1: Same as EE-2 but less Visador
and with Focono-Cooker replacing Pressure
Cooker.
MODEL EE-2 — Centra-Cook Top of Stain
Resisting Porcelain Ename1-7-Heat SuperSpeed Cooking Units-6-Quart Pressure
Cooker—Up-R-Down Unit—Time Reminder
—Fluorescent Top Light—Timer-Cook—
Triple Control, Starts, Times, Stops Oven,
Cooker or Appliance Outlet—Visador and
Oven Light — Economizer Broiler—Fitted,
insulation—Warmolator-36" wide.

FAsr.
29'
29'
2.19
11.19
49'
21'

GG

MODEL EE-0--Centra-Cook Top of
Stain
Resisting Porcelain Ename1-7-heat Sup
rSpeed
Cooking
Units-6-Quart EconoCooker—Giant Oven 20" Deep— Fitted
Insulation—Exclusive Economizer Broiler
—
Porcelain Enameled Storage Compartment
and Drawer—Flush-to-Wall Construction38" wide. Lamp as shown is extra equipment.

31'

IF YOUR KITCHEN IS THE

HEART OF YOUR HOME
A

RANGE

29'
49'
Love at First Sight!
VARIOUS CENTRA-COOK TOP
The common-sense location for top cooking
burners! ! You can turn your pan handles sideways—to left and right—they won't interfere
with each other or heat up from the neighboring unit. Ample work space on each side bar
bowls, spoons, etc. Adaptable to any kitchen
arrangement without regard for walls or cabinets.

43'
47'
21'

15`i

MODEL EE-5--Centra-Cook Top of Stain
Resisting Porcelain Ename1-7-Heat SuperSpeed Cooking Units-6-Quart Econo-Cooker—Controlled Appliance Outlet—TimerCook, Starts, Times, Stops Oven Automatically—Economizer Broiler—Fitted insulation—Giant Oven 20" Deep—Porcelain Enameled Storage Compartment and Drawer
—36" wide. Lamp as shown.

Is the Heart of Your Kitchen

41'

33'

G06 9

MODEL EE-7—Centra-Cook Top of Stain
Resisting Porcelain Ename1-7-Heat SuperSpeed Cooking Units —6-Quart Econo-Cooker—Fluorescent Top Light—Appliance Outlets—Time Reminder —Timer-Cook —Dual
Control, Starts, Times, Stops Oven and Appliance Outlet—Economizer Broiler—Fitted
insulation—Giant Oven 20" Deep—Storage
Compartrnent and Drawer-36" wide.

You Love and Cherish
EASY CLEANING IDEAS
Stain-resistant porcelain enamel top as easy
to clean as a china dish. Porcelain lined oven
and broiler with rounded corners for easy
cleaning. Porcelain lined utensil cabinet. No
crevices to catch dirt or grease.
You'll Fall In Love!
TRIPLE AUTOMATIC CONTROL

49'

With this wonderful triple automatic control
you'll enjoy many extra hours of freedom
from
your kitchen—yet keep your meals right
up
to par. This unique device COOKS the
meal

23'

without you in the home. IT
STARTS .
TOKES . . and gTOPS the
cooking in the
oven, the UP-R-DOWN unit or
in a plugged-in
appliance.

UP-R-DOWN UNIT
For Pressure Cooker or EconoCooker

.eak...0110

CONVENIENT WARMOLATOR
Pre-Hests Serving Dishes
6-QUART ECONO-COOKER
Prepares Complete Meals

\i
omo
.gi

6-QUART PRESSURE COOKE
R
Standard With Model EE-2
FAST-HEAT OVEN
Two Units for Speedy Pre-Heati
ng
EASY-CLEAN COOKING
UNITS
Units tilt back for easy reachin
g of chrome
reflector bowls.
WAIST-HIGH BROILER
No Stooping
TELL-TALE LIGHTS
For Oven, Broiler, Warmolator
and Top Units

MODEL EE-6--Stain Resisting
Porcelain Maamel Cooking Top--7-Heat
Super-Speed
Cooking Units--Appliance
Outlet--Giant
Oven 20" Deep—Fitted
insulation—Econonsizer Broiler—Flush-to-Wall
Construction—
Roomy Storage Drawer-19"
wide. MODEL
CE-6: Same as EE-6 but
without Flush-toWall Construction and less
appliance outlet

$144.95 to $334.95

;. 65c
I. 77c
25c

Models EE-9 and EE-99 Prices
on Request

Exclusive Dealers in Fulton:

. 19c

•r

MODEL EE-9—Combination Cooking
and
Heating Range-7-Heat Super-Speed Cooking Units—Appliance Outlets—Fluorescen
t
Top
Light—Timer-Cook, Dual Control,
Starts, Times, Stops Oven and Applia
nce
Outlet—Economizer Broiler—Fitted
insulation—Utensil Storage Drawer. Choice
of duplex or triplex grates.

Fulton Electric and
Furniture Company

319-321-323 Walnut Street

Phone 100

ERNEST LOWE, Manager
•1*.• 44641
,
t

MODEL EE-99: Same as EE9 with factoryinstalled oil burner replaci
ng coal grates.
th,

1 49
rridity July lb;4,
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When Ya Gotta Go---Ya dotta Go.

WE LOST OUR LEASE
Here we are with three floors of good
furniture, appliances, kitchen hardware and all kinds of hardware store
merchandise, and we must get out ... .
SOON. We can't take it with.us . we
can't eat it .. . we must conir.ert it into
cash. We have marked every item in the

store drastically dovvnward ... in many
eases right near cost; in some cases below cost. You can SAVE GOOD MONEY ON THINGS YOU WANT if you
HURRY IN NOW before it is all gone.
Don't delay!

5-Piece, All Metal

DINETTE
% PRICE!

2-FOR-1
THROW RUGS
Your choice of what
we have

I Chairs and
Inlaid Mica-Top Table
Reg. Price $84.95
Now $42.95
*

8-PIECE DINING ROOM

•

Buy One, Get a
Second One FREE

A Real Bargain!

U you don't see what you want, our courteous
clerks will be glad to assist you to find it.

$99.95

IUTCHEN CABINETWARE

3-PC BEDROOM SUITE

6-piece suite (4 chairs, table, buffet); walnut finish;
$59.95
Regular $99.50 reduced to
Maple finish; panel bed, chest
5-piece dinette; Arvin all metal, chtome trim, reg. and vanity.(Slightly damaged)
$59.95
$64.95 reduced to
Reg. Price $139.95
5-piece dinette: white enamel wood set, upholstered
Now
$19.95
chairs, reg. $29.95 reduced to

Beautiful 7-Drawer
ICNEEHOLE DESK
Rope edging; regular $47.50,
now reduced to $29.95.
Modernistic 2-drawer Writing Desk open shelves on
side; regular $27.50, now $19.95. Matching chair, regular $9.95, now $6.95.

RI

price range)

Regulr $169.95; Reduced to

Beautiful 7-Drawer
KNEEHOLE DESK
Waterfall design; regular
-$36.95, now reduced to $24.95.

ALL ITEMS PLAINLY TAGGED
IN CLEAR FIGURES

NI

(Same quality. size and

Walnut finish; 6 chairs, table, buffet

5-piece dinette: enameled oak, reg. $59.95, now $29.95

COME IN AND
BROWSE AROUND

3-PE BEDROOM SUITE
Walnut finish; poster bed,
chest and vanity.
Reg. Price $129.95
Now

$99.95

$69.95

FOOD MIXER SPECIALS
Sunbeam "Mixmasters," (set) $39.95 ____ Now $35.95
Dormeyer mixer and chopper set, reg. $39.95 now $35.95
now $34.50
Dormeyer mixer set, reg. $37.50
Dormeyer mixer set, reg. $29.95
Gilbert hand "Whirlbeater," reg. $12.95

now $26.95
Now, $10.45

Metal 2-door,5-shelf utility cab. reg. $21.95 Now $15.95
IVIetal 2-door,5-shelf utility cab. reg. $21.95 Now $17.45
Metal 1-door, 5 adj. shelves util. cab. $27.50 Now $21.50
NOW $44.95
Full-size kitchen cabinet reg. $59.95
Now $19.95
Kitchen safe, reg. $37.50
Kitchen corner cabinet, Reg. $31.50 ..,..tc4.„4Islow $19.95
Kitchen metal wall cabinet 183(24; 2 doors reg. $14.95
NOW $12.95
cabinet,
15x30; 1 door, regt $14.95
Kitchen metal wall
NOW $12.95
Kitchen wood base cabinet, linoleum top; reg. $40.50
NOW $20.25

USE THIS AS YOUR SHOPP116 GUIDE. I
33% OFF ON ALL FARM & GARDEN TOOLS
Axes ... weed cutters ... sickles ... bush cutters .
shovels ... manure forks ... pitch forks ... corn scoops
post hole diggers ... wire stretchers, etc.'Come in
and browse around!
2-Cell

2-Cell

FLASHLIGHTS

FLASHLIGHTS

Complete with batteries;

Plastic case;
focusing typo;
complete with bateries;

Reg. $1.25 values,
complete

59c

Reg. price $2,00

89c

Out
Lin
IntA
Flo
Sen
All.

zof

Yar
Phi
9-in
At14
ChE
Tac
6-ft
OpE
Soc
Soc
Mel

1
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YOUR COOD BUYS
BARGAIN!
"Streamline" 7-qt. Size

Number 3 Size

BROWSING vi APEX .
IRONER
HOURS
8:* A. M.
to
6:00 P. M.

PRESSURE COOKERS
ROUND WASH TUBS

Complete with inside racks
and (lit iders;
Reg. Pt-ice $19.95

Reg. Price $2.50, Now

Regular Price $159.95

While They Last:

1.69 14. 5

100.00

ALL PYREX WARt1206/
0 OFF

New Christmas Platter Set.
Contains Pyrex. Well-andTree and Utility Plotters_

Pyrex Ov:nwe.re Gift Set.
Today's biggett value. 12
pieces, gift-pocxed, only-

Pyrex Color Bowl Set.
4 colorful bowls for mixing,
baking, serving, storing-

Oren and Refrige00000 Set.
Colors match Bowl Set.
For baking and serving-

4-cop Pyrex Percolator.
Brews the right amount
al good coffee foster-

Plowewate Double Seiler.
Easy fo NM what's cooking. 11
/
2 quart size

NOW! STOCK UP ON KEM-TONE

REDUCED ONE-THIRD
etorgie,=,
ewer Niflafre/

lc $15.95
✓ $17.45
✓ $21.50
✓ $44.95
V $19.95
✓ $19.95
$14.95

Kera-Tone smooths on over
wallpaper. Covers paint, plaster, too. No muss! No fuss!

Now 1-3 Off
kts

114./sot. Reg. $3.79 Gal.

"yr"
Cyrbryoseed
load 11••••ba•plai
•

Reduced to

$2.53 Gal.

NY/I/01/(11001/

Replace furnishings. enjoy Your
Kem-Tone room 60 minutes
after painting.

,A $14.95
$40.50

IIDE

TOOIS

ters .
✓ scoops
Oome in

ITS

?.;
)0;
,teries;

20% OFF PAINTS, ENAMELS, SUPPLIES
Outside White, Reg. $5.95 gal. ____ ____ NOW $4.75
N OW $3.20
Linseed Oil, Reg. $4 gal. ____
NOW $4.75
gal
_
$5.95
reg
colors
Interior enamel; all
$3.85
NOW
gal.
Floor Enamels, Reg. $4.79
$3.00
NOW
gal.
$4.79
Semi-Gloss and flat paint, reg.
All-p.ipose enamels, from 1-4 pint up to quart
20% OFF
size cans

Living Room Close-Outs
Studio divan, wine mohair, reg. 89.95 reduced to $69.95
2-piece set wine mohair (divan converts into bed;
Reg. $179.95, reduced to
$139.95
2-piece set, blue cord fabric,reg. $199.95, reduced $119.95
3-piece set, wine Jacquard velour; reg. $239.95 reduced to ____
_ $179.95
2-piece set, wine velour (divan converts to bed), reg.
$159.95, reduced to
$129.95
Platform rockers, plastic cover, choice of 4 colors:
Close-arm models, reg. $34:95, reduced to __$26.95
Open-arm models, reg. $29.95, reduced to __ $22.95
Platform rocker, wine velour, reg. $44.50 now__$29.95
Platform rocker, wine velour, reg. $39.95, now__$26.9,5
Occasional chair, spring back and cushion, wine velour,
overstuffed, with ottoman, reg. 59.95 reduced to $39.95
Occasional chair, blue tapestry, barrel-back reg. $31.50,
reduced to
_ $19.95
Upholstered rockers, reg $14.95, reduced to
$9.95

PHONOGRAPH RECORD

SPECIALS
2for $1.18
All Regular 79c Records Now

Save 40c-Buy Now!

10% OFF CARPENTER & HANDYMAN TOOU
Yankee Screwdravers, $2.35 Ratchet Screwdrivers 80c
Nail Saws 40c, 60c
Phillips Screwdrivers 40c
Knives 40c
Linoleum
$4.80
Planes
9-inch Stanley
$2.35
h'saw
9-pt
Glider
$3.95,
Atkins 7-point hand saw
$1.20
Hammers
Claw
$3.15,
Challenger 10-pt. handsaw
Plumb Handaxe $2.00
Tack Hammers 60c, $1.55
70c to $1.20
6-ft. Rulers
to
1") $8.40
wrenches)
(1-4
(9
set
Open-end wrench
$9.20
15-16)
7-16
to
pieces;
Socket wrench set (11
$22.00
Socket wrench set (19 pieces)
$4.65
Metal tool box with tray, lock, handle,

Twelve-Inch Classical Albums Reduced To Half-Price.
Pops and Classical Albzuns, 10-inch Records, 1-3 Off.
:
While They Last!
(Note: for the convenience of our regular record customers, we will
continue to stock the LATEST HIT TUNES ... and they will be offered
sat the above prices).

All Sales, Cash Only. No Trade-ins. No Refunds,
No Exchanges.

20% OFF ON ALL PAINT BRUSHES,
PUTTY, CRACK FILLER
Paint and Varnish Remover ... Johnson's Waxes and
Polishes , O'Cedar Polishes and Mops.

LOOK!OTHER PYREX WARE
Plate
8 inch Pie
Round Cake Dish
-Saver Pie Plate
9 inch Flavor
Square Coke Dish

I

Ciwart Utility Dish
Covered Casserole /
2 Owort
11
Mixing Bowl Set _
Clear
3-Piece
flomeware Teapot-6-Cup

ALL ITEKS ARE PLAINLY MARKED I
DISHES •St GLASSWARE,- A% OFf

Now $7.95
32 pc. dinner set china reg. $9.95
$7.15
Now
32-pc. dinner set china, reg. $9.95,
$3.15
Now
18-pc. dinner set china, reg. $3.95,
$10.45
Now
35-pc. dinner set china, reg. $12.95
Now $15.95
42-pc. dinner set china, reg. $19.95,
$6.95NNooww$$511:4955
52-pc. dinner set china, reg. $14.95,
, 20-pc breakfast or luncheon china; reg.
Now $7.95
32-pc. breakfast china set, reg. $9.95
'Odds and encis in good qua'lity china,'20% off. Come see
it.- Cups, platters, saucers, bowls, casseroles, butter
bowls, refrigerator dishes, Water bottles, water and
tea glasses, syrup and sugar dispensers.
Imitation cut glass punch-bowl set (bowl,stand,6 cups)
Reg. price $4.95, now reduced to $3.95
Water set, etched glass pitcher and 6 glasses gold trlm
Now $1.19
Juice set, fruit design pitcher and 6 glasses reg. 79c
Now 59c
Odd water pitchers, tases, cake covers etc.
13mwse around!

. F.

0111••••••••••••
11.011111111111•••••••
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that are making history
On this page, you see the three freezers
overall space they
in the freezer field. With no increase in the
capacity.
occupy, they provide greatly increased food
new Whiting 8
For kitchen or apartment installations, the
that formspace
in
ITY,
. provides EIGHT CU. FT. CAPAC
now
space.
erly held only 41,.1, . . over 77% more storage

THE GREAT NAME IN FOOD

FREEZERS
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These tremendous capacity-increases have been achiev
ion,
through the use of Santocel,* revolutionary new insulat
while
which permits cutting freezer-wall-thickness in half,
Mark,
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an ordinary home doorVHITING 17— Here's the first big-capacity freezer compact enough to go through
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vay. In space only 27x36x60 inches, it gives you 17 cubic-foot capacity. (600
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$499.50
r White line shows
ocld.d °ref, occupied
by conventional
food freez,cs with
8 cu. ft, capaiity..

WHITING
'12'
12 Cu.Ft. Capacity
(Approximately 420
Lbs. of Food)

WHITING 8—first kitchen-size freezer with full family-size capacity. Width 27'; Height
36'; Length 32". Capacity,8 cubic feet, about 280 lbs. of food. Whiting's extra capacity
in small space enables apartment-families to enioy the advantages of freeze_r-livizur.

$409.50

$309.50
CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES
SANTOCEL—world'a most efficient insulation, gives Whiting greater capacity for space
occupied. Only Whitings are
pressure-packed with Santocel.
SAFETY — Patented pick-pruf
lock, canoe. lock accidentally.
EFFICIENCY— Runs on minimum current. No annoying
Iroise or vibration.

DEPENDABILITY — Backed by
Whiting's 66-year record of
no product failures.
SIMPLICITY—Free from complex controls, lights, bells and
°tiler trouble-making gadgets.
ECONOMY — Greater caperiry means added saving in
food costs--so your Whiting
pays for itself quicker.

ONLY WHITING HAS THEM ALL

Vo
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Exclusive Dealers in Fulton:

FULTON ELECTRIC and
FURNITURE COMPANY
319-321-323 Walnut St.

Phone 100
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